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The state grows old, but we
renew ourselves.
We can wipe our asses
with the constitution. We don’t need oil,
our thoughts are energy.

—Galina Rymbu  
translated by Joan Brooks
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Wendy Trevino
WHEN YOU HEAR PEOPLE SAY “BURN DOWN THE 
AMERICAN PLANTATION”
for the Revolutionary Abolitionist Movement (RAM)

Look at it this way: “sometimes you have to burn things down
To rebuild.” This is where the QuikTrip that belonged to the man
Who called the cops on Mike Brown used to be. The precinct
That deployed the cops who murdered George Floyd used 
To be here. & over here there used to be a Target. & over here
There used to be a CVS. & over here there was a corner store
That sold cans of soda for $1 a pop & white t-shirts for $10 each.
A building where slave traders sold slaves during the Civil War
Once stood here. That used to be the deli where Latasha 
Harlins was murdered by Soon Ja Du. That used to be
A Mercedes-Benz dealership. The Wendy’s where Rayshard
Brooks was murdered by cops used to be here. This used
To be the center of the world’s automotive industry. & when
The marches turned into riots the cop cars were parked here
Here, here, here, here, here, here, here, here, here, here, here
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TaWahum Bige  
Make Like a Caribou and Hide 

Shield: oak & steel, a business 
suit of plate male— 
tectonic eruption in a body strong  
enough in its violence 
to lift a pipe above his head 
in a kind of ceremony. 

Guardian, reflective green vest 
unlike summer birch—shiny 
& wrinkled with a walkie-talkie. 
Remember the dogs 
and who trained them. 
Zip-ties tackle isolated 
 elders. 

The protection, environmental, 
technologic like the sword 
 or the saw 
mill or the Dawn 
dish detergent 
to clean a duck-feather 
while the spill shrinks 
 or kills 
the sturgeon & salmon. 

 The white 
 blood cell 
doors & bars to hold 
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quantified quantum 
while the white ford 
F-350 carries a jet-ski  
to smash plastic scraps 
over the stones, gray 
in the brook. 

Brace your wrist— 
for impact—the oil tanker 
has run a ground  
assessment— 
assessed itself safe—to transport 
jobs & camps & men & missing, murdered 
women spilled like oil 
into the river. 

1984 taught me many things 
like how they will make a statement 
but mean another, 
apology, declaration, ruling— 
the tree is just growing  
 horizontally 
and without roots, look 
how it splits into two,  
wood pulp sawdust 
a cloud that prospers 

into our lungs: 
metal fragments 
& safer alternatives— 

lead is toxic 
but see how its thickness 
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stops an invisible radiation, 
it’s merely a necessary evil 
to piss blood. 
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Sew me back together:

frayed thread, 
ancestral double-helix blood-line, 
my struggle to untangle 
a soil-borne origin of knit roots—  
 it hurts 
snared by a tied-toxic lasso, 
this choice was stolen for centuries 
the pair of shears that cut me loose. 

I, too, dismembered couplings, 
severing tendons from friends, lovers to parents, 
felt cold stained-steel blade upon net 
 failing to sever 
 break open—neglect 
 close—break— 

  a branch 
  wood strands 
  dangling,  
  computer screen 
  still attached 
  twisted with victim 
  until the fibres give in— 
   snap. 

 Try to unknot 
seven generations of chicken-wire fencing 
wound up to keep me bound 
 in a lifetime of target 
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usurped beading practices 
this isn’t the way. 

To learn, to play: 
 snap 
six strings of a guitar, 
sinew string wrapped around my hand- 
drum—the handle wrapped around my wrist- 
banding friendship brace- 
let the threads thicken, strengthen. 
Braid into my hair: resiliency. 

I choose who to weave for 
hold Dene bowstring  
bending birch branch 
 snap 
fire grappling hook arrow  
attached to thousand-thread cord. 
 Tug—pull 
 tightrope—climb 
 a thousand-foot cedar, 
  balance—find 
  double-helix 
 un-sever 
 blood memory 
 re-member
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Equinox Melting

Sunlight returns 

in this cooling city— 
I can’t say the time alone 
is welcome. 

To distance 
and then crave connection 
is an archaeological dig danger— 
there is an ax among arrowheads 
buried in cold dirt. 

My concern is cutting ourselves 
on the sharp obsidian of artifacts 
excavated to prove our need 
to dig deeper than instinct. 

Pulses increase, thumping 
the pump of blood throughout 
the veins of this instinct 
that kept us safe  
like bear from coyote, 
and the tightened resolve 
to not just avoid buffalo, 
but hunt and walk among them— 
 
It erupts with a vice-grip around heart,  
witnessing a threatening pack of wolves 
gathering on vision’s edge. 
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Only, this threat is an article posted on newsfeed 
observing words, unable to keep left from right 
discerning wild statistics and factoids, 

The human brain was not meant to cope 
with this racing rhythm from anxious 
caused by microscopic 
cataclysmic, 

Our response is hoarding panic, hordes of sick 
of which it is unwise to both hunt and walk among. 

I’m reminded each day 
to see how we got here 
and how to emerge. 
 
In the lengthening shadow 
from fingers uncurling around 
earth and ocean, 
we stand with but moments 
stretching into months 
fight, or flight? 

We cannot fawn with a disease. 
I value the knee-jerk 
to give care.  
 
To share in stockpiled 
and salted game-meat, preserved 
wrapped with hope 
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to hold in the scent 
just in case. 

Despite the spread, 
lockdowns & dissonance, 
the winter still 
battles the summer 
as we come to the place where 
cold frosts into soil 
and heat warms to melt into equinox 
 
While I’m contending with a vulnerable psyche: 
the carpet bombing of advertisement 
and cities in other countries— 
sanctuaries can become tombs 
as easily as streets 
and hospitals— 

erupting in my bloodstream: 
the surviving lines from pathogenic pacification 
that diminished 100 million down to 2 
to clear the land for settlement 
and remove our remains to mass graves. 

I mean I’m frightened. 
My own body has known hyper-aroused/ 
hypo-aroused stirring beneath skin 
artifacts from fraught seasons 
of hearth freezing over 
into a world of smoke  
out of sparked forests. 
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The relics unearthed from my nervous-system 
include rusted farming implements 
iron blades for shear, scythe and spear alike, 
tanning racks and bone scrapers of hide 
and the forged cogs, bolts, hammers and nails. 
From seeding to hunting to harvest to construction— 
there are weapons among each toolkit. 

We are on defense and ready for attack, 

when this dinner table needs extending 

that harvest to be gathered, 

our meat cured and pounded, 

those hides scraped to leather, 

furs split and stockpiled, 

our smokehouse to be built. 

When it is safe to come back together, 

we will fill the feast-hall built from cedar. 
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galina rymBu
The Law Has No Force Here and the Constitution Will Not 
Save Us From Pain and Hate
translated by Joan Brooks

The law has no force here 
and the constitution will not save us from pain and 
hate. I have only two free hours in my life 
to write this – from 5 to 7 in the morning. 
The remaining time does not belong to me 
just as the law does not 
belong to me. The constitution never 
guaranteed safety 
for me and my family, 
we hid under a blanket whenever something happened. 

We hid from my papa under a blanket 
in 1993, we drank thick juice 
from glass jars and gutted a pumpkin. 

I always want to simplify everything, 
sometimes all of history fits 
into a few personal events for me. 
Sometimes poetry and the law 
are just as simple as they are false. 

Poetry, equality, fraternity – everything 
exists. One should not believe what is written. 
A bruise can’t change the “objectivity” of the fact 
of its absence, just like shards of glass in a vagina. 
like the rumbling of tubes in an old angel-dog, 
slowly moving across the neighborhood, 
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its fur magnetizes: 
theft, humiliation, 
men and women 
cannot be equal. 

I write long poems, 
long as nights spent in lockup, 
because I always get mixed up about what I wanted to say, 
as if I’m giving evidence 
and I’m not completely sure 
what happened. 

This is not an article of law – it is a street 
of confused facts, there is no ethics here, 
no good or evil, truth or lies. In these 
stairwells people fuck ambivalently and 
in a hurry, there is no gender here, nor age, 
nor good food. As for murder – 
it depends on how things go. Here 

no one asks – who rules us 
what powers are necessary for the future. What happens—   
that is power, 
the rest is just spare parts for the old car 
of the state and time. 

The human being is far-sighted, woman is furious,  
man weeps, children solve 
problems. Postal workers still 
distribute paper letters, bills, fines for non-payment, 
summonses. This is not a street – it is an article 
without a constitution: about who we are, 
without liberty-equality-fraternity – 
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without a computer – 
just frightened sisters, 
only hotbeds of skin disease: 

not hotbeds of resistance 

they aren’t burning 

we don’t have to 
please anyone, 

or think clearly. 

This is the music of the street.  
The bass notes of concrete housing blocks 
and the cry of the bird inside, when 
you squeeze into a mini-bus, this is frost on the windows and 
cold radiators. 
The state grows old, but we 
renew ourselves. 
We can wipe our asses 
with the constitution. We don’t need oil, 
our thoughts are energy. 
Politician, listen to life:

Tubes in the kidneys are singing, 
canker sores are singing, 
a track mark from shooting  
a quarter-gram is singing, 
a dose is singing, 
naswar is whining behind the lip, 
a yellow gob of spit is singing, 
handcuffs are singing, 
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a demobilized soldier is singing, a queer boy 
of conscription age is singing, violence. 
Behind the garages,  
girls are singing of 
simple worlds, a cigarette is singing, 
infected milk is singing, 
my father’s foreman is singing 
with an accordion, 
a storehouse of food is singing, 
an abandoned village, 
a dead lawyer, a journalist, 
gonorrhea, chlamydia, 
furunculosis, 
an empty 
bread factory. 
Booze is singing in the belly, 
the intestines are singing, rolling around in the troubled times 
of the body, a multisyllabic people, and 
the delicacy of condensed milk is singing. 

Our god of color with special needs is singing 
from the Baptist brochures they handed out 
to our moms on the way home from the shop in the 90s. 
A bad student with a child is singing. 
The drill of hunger is singing in the belly. 

And again there are beats: Dukh. Dukh. Dukh.* 
 

*translator’s note: I have left the word dukh (“spirit”) in the original Russian to 
preserve its sonic quality, which reproduces a techno beat. The final consonant in 
dukh is an aspirated velar, similar to the English /h/, but pronounced further back 
in the mouth. The reference to Hegel’s Phenomenology of the Spirit is self-evident 
here, and another possible rendition would be “Geist. Geist. Geist.” 
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CaiT o'Kane
from A Brief History of Burning

Do I Dance Do I Kill Myself 

the procyons* are 
standing upright 
& making lists of demands 
they want more than our 
trash, they want the 
whole mess of profit-slaughter 
the bloody means of production 
I said please I am a bandit too 
don’t hide in my wall; 
I’ll share all my opioids  
I’ll share all my electronic benefits 
I’ll share all my thoughts 
all my prayers all my search histories 
the procyons don’t care 
masked up, fed collusion 
& leftover scrapple 
did you cry after the election 
the lead procyon said 
I could tell he understood 
I told him today a billionaire caught fire 
I told him today a border became sentient 
I told him today I swallowed a thousand bees 
the lead procyon yawned 
& asked directions 
to the safe injection site 
he said it pays for itself 
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he said in return 
the procyon army 
would eat all our debt 
he said it would be over 
before we felt anything

 

*procyons comprise three different species of raccoon  
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Litany of the Allowed 
for Jamal Khassogi 

this is a developing story  
live from the all-seeing eye 
inside the bloody moon, man-splattered, 
bought & sold, the bloody moon,  
unspoken speaking of the thing that  
will not be listed  
unlike those eternal names  
of the newly dead, a jagged incisor,  
a liaison, an incised job, 
an unmoored molar  
(old sawbones in the headlines) 
litany of the allowed,  
bleeding freedom from the mouth  
(this is a drill) 
the unspeak cable  
buzzing behind commerce  
a jagged incisor out of a job  
an unmoored molar  
(this is. a crushed windpipe. 
a drill.) 
sound of collusion. 
sound of  ??? 
(this is not a drill) 
reflected in reflecting 
sound of low howl 
(old saw bones in the headlines 
 in the best hotels  
where the bone saws stayed) 
“I say, hand me that list!” 
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(this is not a drill) 
 this is not an us 
looped in a new languor age  
(an incised job) 
explicit, occluded, 
(sound of exploded morning prayer) 
 sound of delay,  
of planes flying how low 
over our houses? 
sound of delay, pardon our progress 
(this is not a drill) 
this progress is not a bomb 
sound of litany of the allowed 
of forced feed for feels production 
this State is not an us, 
—as I live & breathe—! 
(They came 
They sawed 
We oversaw) 
this. orgasm. is. a. drill. 
(sound of apology) 
sound of cash register 
sound of foreclosure 
of foregone conclusion  
sound of maloccluded mourning 
sound of applause 
sound of plane crash landing.  
concerned Candidates are on the case. 
(this is not an us) 
looped in a new drill-age 
body politic drained after  
all that in-debt-ed-you-cage-shun. 
(a drill.) 
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stand & be counted, 
look at me, all sticky w/ voting. 
stand & be count dead 
if y/r face erupts in aching 
count to the age of the youngest arms deal. 
if you become drenched in sweat 
during an interrogation 
count to the age of the oldest bank 
I labored every day this week 
to pay back the cost of learning 
all that History 
(if it were a snake it woulda—)  
this tongue is not a drill, 
sawed off bought off 
by all the best hotels, 
“I say, old sawbones, hello!” 
I’m choking on a drill— 
follow the yellow cake road 
blooming bombs; the words 
are pre-positioned so the Sentences 
will never end. 
goodbye commune, 
hello Gate 
this is a . . . 
—old sawbones,  
hello!— 
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Jesse darling
Devant Lez Enfants 1

On a rubber-tiled technicolour tundra,  
zoo-born beasts with Christianised names  
play out their petit psychodramas  
in a post-race animalia of Boys, Girls  
& occasionally someone else, complete 
with own storyline, dialectically suffering  
& thriving etc, loved & affirmed by 
both parents & indeed the industry itself.  

Dinosaurs, carnivores & walking pork 
smiling in police hats & princess dresses 
drive happy cars through happy lands. 
No arrests are made, nor laws upheld 
beyond the bright white birthright 
of the endless happy ending  
of the oozing Marxist model 
In whichever ever after 
(cue canned children's laughter). 

We clean our fangs with fluoride, 
pull socks on over claws, wash paws, 
change clothes, & remember!  
We NEVER say yes to the stranger. 

How To Talk to Your Children  
About The New York Times,  
Disappointment, anxiety, 
status-based resentment. How 
To Talk To Your Children  
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About People Who Want You  
To Talk To Your Children. How To Talk
About  What Those People Get Paid. 
 
About the fact that there are no morals 
nor heroes. Puff-hats & glory dogs  
pinkly put to worthy earthwork  
on the soft edge of a hard machine 
guzzling blood & fossil grease,  
bent backs, deferred grief. Sick  
heads, cold shoulders, muddied knees  
(knees and toes, knees and toes). 

How To Talk to Your Children  
about the children at the border. 
about the bodies in the desert; 
about the big red motor-car 
at the end of the world, smiling 
death with his panda-eyes, 
pandemic, fairy princess,  
jumping frog & talking wind-up 
mouse. Brother cockroach, chubby 
maggot, oily meister, talking mouth  
of open mud & wind-up wound.  

One, two, three and UP!  
We  
all  
go  
BOOM 
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Virgins  

They say we aren’t built for it. This species or another.  
Crewcut & fatigued, a swollen head on the box says thin-lipped,  
“When most people talk about killing, 
they are like virgins talking about sex.”     

A gathered clump of persons, dogs, children, 
& their collected prosthetics & familiars 
with no cock in the fight & all the skin in the game  
sit round a borrowed flatscreen on beer crates  
to watch it all go down. Sequential gut thuds  
of great big men falling again & again to the floor;  
towering flutes, glory guitars.  
Applause, applause, applause. 

Hesher hero sado maso kingdom glory shit, you know.  
I’m drinking in my overcoat when the Little Guy comes through. 
& here we go. Stiff legged hatchet faced 
in suit jack & jeans, two fisting cig & a can
in line for the tough slit of a stiff gob.
Don’t shut the hole. We eye each other haughtily, 
2 bantams clucking in the pen.  

Proud, wounded, whatever: smack down the hand  
that scatters crumbs in the gutter,  
& don’t say thanks for dinner.  
Pride is made despite; the likes of you & you & you & you  
Can’t imagine what it’s like. 
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They’ll say it’s counterrevolutionary,  
but give me milk & mones & money, 
whatever can be counted must be loved— 
& give me the details of sex in the morning, 
life enduring. Let impasse at long last be boring. 

Very democratic is the failure of the body, 
very democratic is the wait at A&E. 
Deskilling as women & pledging secession, 
singing shut me up & hold me tight. 

We’re waiting down the depot at midnight, 
while the uniformed soldiers ignore us.  
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Listen Up Ladies

 
They weren't the best minds of your generation ok, 
most of em were rich white boys with addictions  
& unprocessed trauma, same as the "best minds" of my generation.  
Like all my friends are Other & they’re p much all Significant ok, 
like glory in the highest, exempt from sale, use, denigration in culture,  
degradation of the word or flesh, deconstruction by critical theorists et al. 

Everyone’s talking about new year, new york and new meat now!! 
Lethal flooding predicted just about everywhere  
but we’re all kinda flaking on making a plan??! 
We're awful!! Lili Marlene as pixel death,  
cumsplashes on a flatscreen, green m&ms as racial diversity 
& how far would YOU go  
to maintain your, like, 
wounded otherness!??? 

O libido, o wunschmaschine, o Mary Poppins!!  
Is it OPPRESSION or is it just inconvenience? 
Business as usual in the suffering farms, but be a good girl  
& don’t be racist ok? Pass the prosecco  
& watch mummy get fabulous!! Like cry me a river,  
hire me a sweatshop, 
& put it on a t shirt so I know it’s like, real
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anahiTa Jamali rad
EVERYTHING MOVED QUICKLY SO I SLOWED DOWN

without a hand to feed out of 
this whole body 
is divided 

a rock or stone, too, transforms 
is moved to shape 
is weathered to future 
is history transcribed 

and my carved enthusiasm marked in future form is 
a restless inaction, still 
a wait-and-see strategy 

for what part of 
I can do nothing 
yields paralysis 

or hands held too close to touch 
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UNCONCERNED COMPULSIONS 

here, encounters have no content with which to counter the world of  
drives and productivity 

a gaze is not pointed, but is an interruption of linearity, 
punctuating this endless leisure of auto-exploitation 
 
bodies transform into non-bodies 
data points 

exhausted with the dragging of their bones in 
thickened air 

in this worrying situation 

a potential for confrontation 
when any action  

entangled in the whims of captial 

from here or there 
individual or collective 
 
       could provoke 
  or is ineffective 
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IN SLOW
 
horizons of heavy grey mist 
mute every point of escape  

even optimism of a future memory 
of the smell of fresh leaves 
is flattened 

the road bends the asphalt 
like splintering ceramics under 
the weight of weather 
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SUCH ANGUISH
 
even now 
I can taste it 
my future sad self 
in lost action 
failed relation 
weathered history 

kept for future study 
a remnant of geology 

failed movement 

stayed low close to the ground 
kept the dirt in my fingernails 
learned nothing 
abandoned my desires 
until there was nothing left of them 
 

felt no regret 
and had nothing to show for it 
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in any historical moment 
an opening in the present is only imagined 
half-forgotten 
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IN THE DEAD OF NIGHT
 
say I disappeared, I died 
buried whole, or in pieces, who cares 
I ceased to exist, it’s over, done with 

I put an end to this solipsistic individuality that 
exists only in a capitalist nightmare 
exists only in abstractions of the subject 

exists only when equivalencies are made 
between the time it takes to make a thing 
and how much someone will pay for it 

or when nourishment sold to one body 
is valued at the life of another 

and when some bodies stand up to it 
driven by this so-called death wish of 
no future for some future and lose 
their bodies, no one even notices 
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say, burn the streets 
the roads, the sidewalks 
break the bank, really break it 

then say, I disappeared 
I fucking died, who cares 
I was only there to fill the coffers of the rich, anyway 
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ColeCTivo FranK oCean 
[Poemas contra la policía]

El colectivo Frank Ocean surgió a inicios de 2018 como un taller de poesía 
y traducción en Santiago de Chile. Desde octubre de 2019, en el contexto 
del estallido social chileno, el colectivo sintió la urgencia de pensar nuevas 
formas de resistencia para enfrentar la violencia policial, que recrudeció con 
el pasar de las semanas, dejando manifestantes heridos y muertos. A partir 
de la traducción poética, se gestó un espacio artesanal y comunitario que 
intentó rescatar algunas de las voces que se habían rebelado contra la repre-
sión policial, principalmente autorxs migrantes, afrodescendientes, mujeres 
y miembros de la comunidad LGBTQ+, que habitaban los márgenes de 
una lengua y de un territorio. Una de las primeras acciones del colectivo 
consistió en pegar afiches de las traducciones en los alrededores de Plaza 
Dignidad, en medio de una de las manifestaciones, para así aportar con 
poesía y solidaridad a la protesta callejera.  Luego enfrentamos la pandemia 
del Covid-19, que intensificó las desigualdades que ya hace varias décadas se 
venían profundizando en Chile y que nos obligó a buscar nuevos formatos 
para la distribución de nuestro trabajo. A un año del estallido, dejamos una 
selección de poemas contra la policía, pero también contra el racismo, el 
patriarcado y la violencia doméstica, con la intención de abrir un diálogo 
con otros territorios del mundo, que lamentablemente también viven estos 
tipos de violencia.

 

colectivofrankocean@gmail.com
instagram.com/colectivofrankocean/
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FranK oCean ColleCTive 
[Poems against the police]

The Frank Ocean Collective emerged in early 2018 as a poetry and translation  
workshop in Santiago, Chile. Since October 2019, amidst Chilean social 
outbreak, the group felt the urgency to think about new forms of resistance 
to confront police violence, which worsened over the following weeks,  
leaving hundreds of demonstrators irreversibly injured, blind and some 
dead. From poetry translation, a community space was created aimed to 
rescue voices that had rebelled against police repression, mainly migrant  
authors, afro-descendants, women and members of the LGBTQ+ commu-
nity, who inhabited the margins of language and territory. One of the first 
actions of the group consisted of pasting posters of our translations in the 
surroundings of Plaza Dignidad, in the middle of one of the demonstrations,  
in order to contribute with poetry and solidarity to the protest in the streets. 
Later on, we focused on the Covid-19 pandemic, which further stressed the 
inequalities that had been deepening in Chile for several decades, and that 
forced us to look for new ways to distribute our work. For the first anniversary  
of the social outbreak, we selected a few poems against the police, but also 
against racism, patriarchy and domestic violence, with the intention of  
opening a dialogue with other territories, which unfortunately also  
experience these types of violence.

 

colectivofrankocean@gmail.com
instagram.com/colectivofrankocean/
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after David Wojnarowicz
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amiTai Ben-aBBa
f(quarantine-gaza==config)

(as of 2007)
((actually as of 1991)) 

there is barely any coverage 
on the  
(capitals==config) 
Plague Hell 
unfolding in gaza 

in israel 
libzionists avert  
guilty gaze 
(when t=simult) 
genocidal commentators call on  
covid=19 to finish the job 

{topmost comment on a 4/9/20 maariv article1 about the shortage 
of testing kits: “Inshallah you’ll be eliminated by the virus, what the 
government can’t do!!”} 

gaza=densest human petri dish on earth 
seeing first virus cases  
minus clean water 
minus functioning healthcare 

everything=bombed 
to smithereens 
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plus covid=19 
equals 
lim of 
catastrophe impending 

israeli minister of defense decides 
to stop corona testing in gaza 
saying2: {there aren’t many old people there 
it won’t be a problem} 

red ball rocket 
bouncy-red quarantime 
covet covid  
the surgeon awaits 
in the facebook  

me=infiltrated secret facebook group 
soldiers recounting stories from gaza 
showing off the war crimes 
f(israeli accent==config)  
{Every warrior has amulet, somefing small he take wid him, somefing for 
keep him safe. A littel book of Tehillim, de cap of a beloved commander, 
a cartridge dat never malfunction. For me it was de diving knife dat was 
always wid me in my vest. But, personally, I don’t remember fear.} 
{in seconds three dead terrorist! 
six bullets all in all we shot!} 
shooting arabs but  
{years would pass until i could play wid a dog again…} 

i want to track them down  
shoot them (with camera) in quarantine 
have them reenact 
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{we’re all gonna die so now’s the time to let me know if you have a crush 
on me} 
covid=19 and the secrets flow 

1 https://www.maariv.co.il/corona/corona-world/Article-759116
2 https://news.walla.co.il/item/3353067
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My Roof Blew Off 

My roof is blowing off 
I take a loan with interest 
To cover my growing  
gulfs 
. Mysc 
ars.  
This is me. 

When young, I’d take Whisky to the empty field gazing at Damascus Gate.  
banyan, fig, olive, pine  
lined the sides of the lot. Inside:  
mounds of gravel. I’d release Whisky, and she’d run, like a fast blizzard, 
like speedsnow  
Shadowfax  
OOOooooo she’s a fast dog she was fast—fast.  
She sniffed  
Her 
Olfactory symphony, and I traced the  
edge of the terrace 
gazed  
at Damascus Gate 
The center of  
     Theconflict.    (light yellow infinite age 
       stone layered over stone layered over decapitated cities sprouting palm  
  trees merchants bread and tea salesmen butchers and horses and their shit 

and the soot and the blackened oils of nicotine and exhaust) 

My roof blew off 
A group of boys saw me and pointed 
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Shabab from the Eastern city 
They crossed the traffic artery 
No BordPolice to stop them. 
I retreated, moved back between the mounds of gravel like mushroom hills  
thinking nothing of it. But they showed. They climbed the wall of the terrace.  
They spread around 
As if accustomed to 
Doing this 
Like a pack 
Like a team 
One pelted Whisky with stones 
Not to hit her 
But strategic 
At the ground in front of her 
Feet like dancing doves. 
Another came and grabbed the broken leash, vacant in my hand 
“I see, I see you” 
He pointed at his eye 
In broken Hebrew 
He held the leash and I 
Held on to it 
He  
Held the heldhe 
Pulled the 
I  
Heldon, held on 
Hell 
Another boy 
Bigger with 
A leather coat  
threw 
A punch  
My cheek like  
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flame I 
Letgo 

My roof blew off. And they ran. All of them. A big group. They ran away 
with my broken leash. And Whisky came to me I hugged her. Shaken. 
But they, too, were shaken. They ran away as if terrified of some invisible 
phantom, some menace in their heads that came when they unleashed 
their power.  

My roof blew off. Between the mounds of gravel. In the sky the little birds 
that never rest filled the  
golden hour,  
chasing some invisible insect. Me: Back to Hazayin Het Street with a 
quickness.  
Soon Musrara was filled with blue and white  
blow-dancing  
disco lights. 
Words like  
Arab Children,  
and my voice shaky, not sure if I faked it to make an impression  
but eitherway the pig was reassuring 
“It might swell,” he told me.  
My dad soaked the blood 
And I saw the white-blue 
blows  
lights  
like the flag descending  
On Damascus Gate 
Looking for those bad kids 
those bad—bad  
On behalf ofme. And I wasn’t sure what I felt.  
glad because the punch dint-hurt 
And the leash was already broken, it 
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Was just a rope, really, which 
I would tie with a grandma knot around  
Whisky’s 
Neck 
     Tie.  now 
they were fugitives 
Terrified kids who 
Ran before I was alert enough to  
even Return a  
 

We were all 
     humans 
or something    I 
empathized    I 
didn’t 
want     them 
penned. 
  

Still, my roof blew off. I felt stronger than them. Did I want vengeance? 
Did I want the police to sniff them? 

My roof blew off. 
OOoo I had bad thoughts I was bad—bad. 

 in my mind i imagined fighting them off like an action figure grabbing 
the smaller boy as my grandpa had taught me and striking him while 
using his body asashield against the others. 

     They 
disappeared into the Jerusalem cityscape  
like       shadows 
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like       dust 

The yellow stones of agelessness 

      Tinged  
      Pink. 
 

My roof blew off 
Whisky-bit my mom 
      and  
      executed. 

Now I’m less racist.  
Bigger, too and no one. well 
Wouldn’t let my parents  
call the pigs. Would be able to 
censored               
 -ly 
don’tcheat 
in Arabic 
the kids. 
The field 
Now a parking lot. No mounds. No 
dirt. No Banyan no olive no fig No 
dove. Soot, though and 
Rows on rows of objects that 
move despite being dead. And from 
the parking lot 
the Israeli boy  
sans-Whisky 
can gaze out on  
Damascus Gate 
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   the new checkpoint 
 And 
   watchtowers 
 And 
   cameras 
 And 
   permanently placed BordPolice 

and on the pens 
under the checkpoint 
where the Palestinian boys are 
periodically frisked. 

My roof is blowing off where  
I feel I could erase whole populations with a strike of a pen.  
And I can see  
      above 
the tireless birds  
flock 
my       spit 

  accelerates 
  inexorable 
              towards 
           the blue-white  
             blow. 
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nKosi nKululeKo
Schools

CHAPTER TWO  

Inside the walls of schools that teach  
 only of materiality, the students gab  
through imagined cities, their mind’s mine  

SCENE FOUR  
 
beneath air’s broken phrases. I’m running  
in villages of damned (idealist) children, 
their windows open, the curtains dancing—  
 
PART ONE  

Keep me  from rooms of white  
smoke,            black-  
boards, mathematics; a reflective mode- 
rnity. I’m trying on the years behind us, 

SECTION V  

the fashioned linguistic fence placed  
between eras. If anything, we play  
Hangman, a limb here, there, the human  
 with no gift to endure their own  
design, their own wild logic. 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS  

It’s the primitive, beast without prisons  
you should talk to on the scorched earth,   

THIRD DRAFT  

they know how to bury,  
they know how to bleed a knowledge 
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64 Dimensions (Ode to the Knight)  

2. Nf3 

Creature of law-modulation.  
Boxed spatial reality bent 
confuses my own formal sense  
of order. I italicize  
motion like myths. Knights move in L’s,  
along a long lie, challenging 
our examination of squares.  
Here, trust is an illegal move. 

…2.Nf6 

Blood worn as beast-regalia, 
those twinned assassins will murder  
Full-bellied with high jubilee.  
L-shaped for laughter. What’s funny  
with their horror? Their comedy 
amends death beneath acute hooves.  
Knights are police without a king. 
Who’s the beast; rider or ridden?

3.Nxe5 
 
Basquiat paints Riding with Death,  
the no-faced figure mounting ghouls  
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minimized of their vanities.  
Its soul’s affects have been reclaimed  
by the nearest bank. There’s a price  
paid for taming the animal  
within the depressive state, and  
a price paid to be the estate. 
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Cean gamalinda
paradise lost book vii
for zebulon 

the thing abt book 7 of paradise lost in which epithalamium is made 
to the marriage of divine power & the reader  
supposedly caring is Honey 
by Mariah Carey 
the radio 
of forced quiet, the booty  
of a boring desire 
where even the cold becomes something to long for 
a horse in a turnstile, a single tooth in the mouth of nothing— 
the night goes on long after i am finished 
thinking this can't be life 
then deciding it won't be 
jess said shale is sheets + kale 
all space, the ambient air—  
A Virgin Mary Statue Has Been "Weeping" Olive Oil & Church Leaders 
Can't Explain It 
& even the solar system finds safe harbor between major spiral arms 
the thing about book 7 of paradise lost in which milton conflates creation 
with power is that i would rather imagine spilling coffee on a shag rug 
countertop & text my girlfriend— 
so i do—  
weed grows, brooks babble, bad jokes 
irrigate my weird body stuff, the thing 
about which it is both raining & not raining 
a weather in which this pain makes sense— 
ok, i have a migraine. 
Make It Happen by Mariah Carey 
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smoke rings, but onions instead of smoke, yall 
out here eating ass but don't want onions on your umami burger 
yall out here eating ass but can't smell what the rock is cookin 
the thing about this book in which the renaissance philosophy of tartar is 
given to chaos is that so much synthetic pharmaceuticals is flushed into 
the seattle sewage system that fish in the puget sound have been observed 
with trace amounts of xanax in their dna 
lisa robertson says I want health & resistance to tarry in synaesthesia 
i want that time prince said if i had to be anything other than human 
i'd be the dirty water in your bathtub 
& for health & resistance to tarry in synaesthesia 
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paradise lost book ix 
for nina 

sky cleared  
after u left 

for work. fuck 
work, i thought  

that today'd 
be all clouds, 

a typical 
movie, 

some less  
thieving sense  

of morning. instead, 
lake michigan's ridged 

wept waves of mud 
comb shore 

all imperfect posture 
of rhythm. so i sit 

in a window 
i've missed, tap a finger 
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& watch the future wash up 
more gold than money, all broken  

lines crisp as overcooked fries. 
if there's construction workers 
 
why not also 
destruction workers 

to blow up the house 
my bullshit built? 

denial, like the climate, changes. 
The "i search craigslist for compelling photos 

of mirrors for sale" Art Institute of Chicago. 
the sun's up. 

my life's latest fucked up  
mid november morning 

makeout. 
in denial  

of an afternoon shift,  
decades of rain 

for a century of thirst,  
& a head that's decided 
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to ache. spurning the moral 
imperative to health. i know: 
 
long night births long day. 
& all of a sudden  

i stop 
to  

breathe 
smoke  

for today to be less long- 
winded faith in the self- 

fulfilled alchemy  
my manager calls minimum wage. 

i feel like something good 
is gonna happen. everything 

is guaranteed to last 
until it doesn't.
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gianCarlo huapaya
from GAME[R] OVER
translated by Ryan Greene

The following poems form two of the eight "levels" in Giancarlo Huapaya's 
forthcoming collection, GAME[R] OVER, which explores the nexus 
of late capitalism, digitality, and USA-brand racism, xenophobia, and 
exoticization. Written between Phoenix, AZ and El Paso, TX, these poems 
have sand in their teeth. They scorch. And in turn, we are scorched as the 
ferris wheel keeps twirling, and the market keeps prowling, and the racial 
terror keeps becoming public spectacle keeps becoming postcard keeps 
becoming WhatsApp message keeps becoming billboard keeps becoming 
currency to be “bought /sold /liquidated over and over again.” 

 

Note: In “Wheel of Fortune,” the verse “if an empire were fun” was taken from the 
book World of Fairs: The Century-of-Progress Expositions, by R W Rydell, which also 
served as an inspiration for the whole section. 

—R.G.
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Wheel of Fortune
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* 
That wheel     of luminous points 
           that lives behind  my house 
is also a               wheel of fortune 
     its origin dates back  to the World’s 
      Columbian Exposition           which took place in 1893 in 
Chicago 
    to celebrate the IV Centenary of 
                      the invasion and colonization of America 
virtual and radiant   that wheel 
           twirls to     illude the 
           culture of abundance 
     its pavilions represented 
     51 countries and 39   colonies 
           that wheel twirls as 
if an empire were fun 
              full-scale replicas          of the Niña 
                   the Pinta and the    Santa María were 
      main attractions           and they built 
    the first commercial cinema      in history  
           moving animals were projected onto 
           that wheel 
to replace rituals      and frame 
           visions of landscape consumption 

    that wheel is a striking example of imprudence and hypocrisy  
                 said Tolstoy 
    everything is done for profit and amusement 
          but the people project       their most noble aspirations onto it 

       that wheel was transformed into the standard against 
    which each subsequent mechanism would be compared 
        added R W Rydell 
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that wheel was an invention /      simulation 
                      for happiness. 
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** 
One of the largest pavilions 
         was dedicated to the arms exhibition 
         put on by the german company    Kruppel 
                 the world’s     largest cannon 
                 was offered to the US army 
         the World’s Columbian Exposition 
was also one of the most influential               antecedents 
of gun shows
              manufacturing and technology 
           for the well-being 
           of life in an empire 
and an attraction     where human beings kidnapped 
         were exhibited      like animals 
   in a zoo 
               that futurist     wheel 
               that twirls       wants to keep 
            saying 
         that our bodies      will keep being 
         dehumanized         to keep 
      being products     of capitalism 
           founded on the basis of racial slavery 
  and exotic       billboards 
           while progress is tossed 
            into the cage 
        of modernist designs  

that wheel is the gospel of power. 
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*** 
The world’s fairs                         cultivated 

the idea            of what         a 
civilization looks        like 

and programmed                  their idea 
of prosperity 

         their wheel has come 
               rolling 
         from the end 
of the victorian era                  to modernize 
               my neighborhood    in Phoenix 
         and to show us           how fun 
                    it is to have      children in cages 
    in Texas 
         rotation      and a sonic weirdness 
   when we hear        the wrinkling 
              of the aluminum foil    that serves    as their blanket 
   on the concrete 
at the edge    of their     barbed wire fence 
   at the edge of the     deserts 
       those children      are projected 
              onto the wheel     where we      see them playing 
        in their prison      La Perrera    where their skin grows 
             and flakes off 
           meanwhile they tell them 
  to get in line 
                 not understanding    why 
         the windowless white bus 
               brought them there 
      how many times 

have the words hunting 
kidnapping    and 
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detention 
been interchanged 
in this prosperity? 

what image     of the girl 
         has been       projected       onto that billboard? 
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**** 
when one says         game animal 

       it refers to an animal             
that can be hunted

after being exhibited         at the world’s fairs* 
         they went on to form    part of a museum’s      collection 

             the market imagined 
      speculation        traffic 
           fantasies     of persecution 
               added value 
      and prey’s        productivity 

the market transports           costumes 
  and that mechanism is  abundance 
              and profitability.  

  

 

 

 

*According to estimates by the historian Nancy Egan, between 1880 and 1930, 
more than 25,000 indigenous people were exhibited at fairs around the world.
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on this white page I’m exhibiting 25,000 white men
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Checkpoint
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* 
My avatar and I compare our currencies 
document interrupts 
these include immigration documents 
and process documentation for the piece 
from the monitor 
my avatar talks to me about the history of legality 
           you see the distance from the document that normalizes 
process of subjugation is the piece that normalizes fragment 
legality began after the southern states 
lost the war / social status is documented 
           along with their welding 
to say minority as a domination strategy is 
to say other languages as a nullification strategy 
-lynching non-white populations as public spectacle- 
      from the separate but equal document 
      but the document’s status is a war 
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** 
Three pieces 
hung traditionally 
form a single work of art 
the one on the right is the first anti-migration law in the United States  
the other is a stain of black ink on white paper 
the other is a postcard with a charred cadaver hanging from a tree 
the one on the right is a document from 1882 signed by president Chester 
A. Arthur which criminalized the chinese population 
the next is a dollar bill that has been photocopied until saturating into 
layers of rubble 
the one that comes next is a record of a public lynching of a Latino man in 
Texas in 1916 
the document on the right was in effect until 1943 
the repetition of the bill deletes its detail 
the postcard was a souvenir of a massacre before a crowd of insults 
while the law against chinese migration was in effect it was defended by 
saying that 
it safeguarded the integrity of the racial composition of the United States 
the dollar bill is its crisis of representation 
recording lynchings to send in the mail 
was an early 20th-century pastime in the United States 
recording lynchings to send over WhatsApp is a pastime 
the border patrol was founded in 1904 in El Paso to 
stop chinese migration from Mexico 
the exhibition’s label is a hunting license 
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*** 
When we try to digitize a dollar bill we receive the following message 
this application does not support the editing of banknote images 
when we try to digitize a dollar bill 
we see pink lines crossing the texture of the counterfeit 
scanning defects used to win photo contests  
now these defects are a cutaneous condition  
to prevent our concepts of circulation. 

That’s why we color dollar bills to increase their value 
using wax masks 

depicting the state of decomposition 
of the dead presidents who inhabit their chalcography.
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haWad
from The Taste of Rock Salt
translated by Jake Syersak

Of poetry’s feet meters 
and rules I know  
only the excess 
rapid détournements 
of metaphor 
Terrorize the syntax 
make it so that verb ricochets from verb 
and births an epilepsy 
of sound and sense 
coughing onto the silence 
persecutory asthma 
fire 
Write éza éta 
and one syllabic  
point 
breaths from those traversing 
the furnaces of the époque 
with their arteries torn out by a hound 
hound the unleashed word  
word of those who untie 
the knots of their bridle bits 
césarienne word 
asthmatic thunder 
obsession allergy monologue 
hand the fruit-harvesting hook 
tempestual terrestrial  
tremor 
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Nature marries the  
coming-to-a-boil tremblings  
borborygmus litanies 
and their overflows 
from faces 
cyclones fervors inflated 
with coughing 
epileptic blockage 
of an ocean’s lavas 
that flow in reverse while rolling 
over parables and vessels 
left behind 

The insurgent rams are creeping 
over the muzzle of time 
and we’re dragging the corpse 
corpse dog time 
and still we’re here 
in rhythmic warfare 
and we’re revisiting 
life 
We’re anticipating the tidings 
the return of non-time 
eruption of the eagle’s wind-driven  
dance 
the warrior dance of the eagle 
who returns to its tracks 
only once snatched 
from land its prey 
pollen dust 
of other propelling dances  
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clay and clouds  
in the seventh heaven 

Three points 
making an encampment of the curvature 
of an unfinished triangle 
Three stones 
guardians of the memory 
memory of the step 
left in the desert 
and then a trace 
night’s route 
to the end infinity 
waking dream 
of an astral body with six corners 
And one point 
point black sun 
in the circle 
center of the astral body 
Hey comrade 
this is no lesson in alchemy 
but note the traces 
wounds wakes 
of crepuscular passers-by  

Before me the red crepuscular  
light clashing landscape 
poetry’s arena 
coursing landscape 
skirmishes of vultures astral bodies flames 
fascicles countryside rays 
nerves of rapacious and fauved 
wounded howling yowling 
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yelping always dragging limbs 
in quest 
of other cacophonies to come 
blasts to project  
against the aurora’s visage 
an aurora already of stone 
of blood and of saliva 
in my hand 
five furrows 
fixed grin and claims 
to memory

I outdistance the disarray panic 
grey tornado of madness 
Script and speech 
furigraphics 
I’m laying graffiti to a territory 
that surrenders its bows  
and arrows to me 
axes all azimuths 
of feverish visions from the future 
and my ancient rages 
Of memory’s immortality  
I tress the rope braids 
of movement and clashing 
I pack up horizons 
and the other figure of oblivion 
I emerge  
proof laid bare of my ubiquity 
witness needle spasm 
languor ulcer 
inexhaustible march 
that weds no color 
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to any truth’s 
present future 
and even less past  
but solely the aim 
the aim between two pulled triggers 
aim line march  
fiery hyphen 
between two departures 
rapid and abrupt 
unsticking rupture 
with the known 
end-point 

Here’s the supremacy of my day 
I’m this miniscule grain  
against the diluted surface of the dollar 
astral body drop of venom 
showered in cinders 
lungs from its spring 
And once again I swill the fire 
fire my momentum’s visage 
to ensure that a thousand years 
before my birth 
I leap from the stirrup 
and drive the spur 
into the orbit of your hundred years 
to be born  
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* 

Embittered face 
pummeled evidence 
this morning 
like the lightning thundering away 
over a lightning bolt of hatred 
they sprung from the void 
void washed-out by the mirages 
the urine of the sun the resin of the sand 
Void dearth anomie 
drying out amnesia 
sterility like their eyes 
their eyes 
wherein the rose has dried  
their eyes lava 
hate blistering violence 
like the bristle of fire 
in their pupils 
gaze sharpened sword 

They came 
They came 
they slashed  
the wrinkled and dried out knees 
of the elder Emellal the guide 
elder guide census-taker 
of meteorites winds 
and other stars 
wandering breaths 
friends or enemies 
in an instant  
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like a whirlwind of smoke 
that brought them  
and their violence back 
from seven centuries of famine 
crepuscule and aurora 
termite gnashing sun 
seven moons sightless 
in a blink of an eye 
all along its loftiness they have 
split the palm tree 
torn open the fig tree’s neck 
stung the glottis of the camel 

Palm tree fig tree camel goat 
Nipples spring incinerated squirtings 
from which are suspended 
the cracked lips 
of the infants and elderly 
pebbles hardened by the endurance 
Elderly infants 
circle surveying overhead 
the ashes of the hearth 
Shadows women our sisters 
belts of their brothers 
and their spouses 
who have responded to the tawny owl 
and its jackal-like echo 
the region’s radio morse code 
inciting exile 
or its alternate form 
the mountain 
mountain climes 
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vertigo’s gauge 
red visions of the insurgents 

Vulture sun cicada 
jackdaws mirage sirocco 
the wheeze of the gravel 
and the peregrine falcons 
wild-eyed by whirlwinds 
that lean over and kiss 
the pitched stakes 
grey herds 
banners of tombs 
creeping along the pass 
from the dunes 
to the plains 
without end 

Here in this land  
rains and gods have departed 
for millennia 
and we are left alone 
all alone to underpin the slab 
breast of a dry sky 
in the shape of their hatred 
And always standing 
we take our place 
and eyeball the sun 
and under our feet 
the ground wears thin 

Hey you! 
People full of prejudice and denial 
of the acrid embittered truth 
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You who separate the rising from the sinking, 
Abandon today 
your parrot language 
for reciting to me the timbre 
of a spring eye tear of the country 
This vigorous vein of thirst 
bleeds only once it’s with child 
the moon fiancée to the crow 
in blows of thunder explosives gun barrel 
they have sealed her bladder with granite 
on the fossilized basalt 
that fed it 
or milked her into its mouth 
petrified by the oversight  

You 
be brave  
have the courage 
to tell me who they are 
they who shoe 
the hooves of chaos 
they who tread 
everything by foot 
those passers-by 
dragging the corpse 
of the world  

Who could they be 
except them? 
Them myself you reassembled 
in the herd humanity 
wilding hyena  
in the suspicious gaze 
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of the little goat 
ready to consume 
Them pyramidal tyranny 
and their destruction’s service 
armed armies ramparts 
frontiers flames 
numbers decrees 
religion sin mercies 
that exclude move aside sweep away 
throw out slice prune castrate 
dismember grind mill 
fire every vision 
refusing to mix themselves up 
in the butcher’s gaze 

You and I they’re equal 
to the blind side 
of a coin 
in the scabrous hand 
of the ogre
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niCholas galanin 
Shadow on the land, an excavation and bush burial 
earthworks, archaeological dig tools, barriers. 2020. 

 
The work is an excavation of the shadow cast by the Captain Cook statue 
in Sydney’s Hyde Park. Following tracing and transfer of the shadow to 
the site, careful excavation retains the shadow’s shape and reveals what 
the land holds beneath the surface. The Cook monument’s shadow is an 
embodiment of the shadow of greed, pollution and destruction cast on the 
land by corporate-capitalist colonization and settlement. 

By creating a hole large enough to bury the statue, the work’s excavation 
(along with its title) suggests the burial of the Cook monument itself, along 
with the burial of destructive governance and treatment of Indigenous land, 
Indigenous people and Indigenous knowledge. 
 
Throughout the dig small flags are placed marking evidence of Indigenous 
presence preceding Cook’s arrival. The excavation of the colonial shadow 
by an Indigenous artist, using the scientific practice of archeology as an 
art medium, turns a practice that originates with colonizers' belief in 
white supremacy, into a layered critique and call for change. The resulting 
earthwork presents an opportunity to prepare for the burial (on land 
designated as a prison by colonizers) of the Cook monument itself, along 
with the burial of governance and legislation casting shadows of erasure, 
pollution and violence against Indigenous lives and knowledge.
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Archival: Revolutionary Poetry  
from Lusophone Africa 

Selected & Translated  
by Chris Daniels

Amílcar Cabral * Deolinda Rodrigues * Noémia de Sousa 
* Alda do Espírito Santo * Marcelino dos Santos *  

Armando Emílio Guebuza *  Nicolau Gomes Spencer



100 Archival: Revolutionary Poetry from Lusophone Africa

These poems are part of the initial group of translations and/or adaptations 
that will enlarge and go on to become an anthology of revolutionary poetry  
from Lusophone Africa (working title: Where I Stand Is the Promised Land). 
They all come from Mário Pinto de Andrade's two-volume Antologia 
Temática de Poesia Africana (Lisbon, 1975). It is difficult to obtain books 
by these and other writers from Africa, but I have managed to track down 
a few, and some other anthologies. I will keep trying. These are some of the 
most important poets of the 20th century, and their work must become 
better known. 

—Chris Daniels 
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amílCar CaBral
 
…No, Poetry, 
do not hide in the caverns of my being, 
do not run away from Life. 

Break the invisible bars of my prison—  
inch by inch, open the gates of my being 
—and come out… 

Come out to the struggle, 
for life is a struggle— 
people out there call for you, 
and you, Poetry, 
you are people, too. 

Love everyone’s Poetry, 
all over the world— 
love all humans… 

Unleash your poems 
to flow among all peoples, 
all things. 

Become one with me… 

Go, Poetry, 
take my arms to embrace the World, 
give me yours to embrace all of Life. 

I am my Poetry. 
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Amílcar Cabral (Amílcar Lopes da Costa Cabral). The great revolutionary was 
born in Bafatá, Guinea-Bissau on 12 September 1924, and was murdered by quis-
lings on 12 September 1972. Look him up. Read his writings. 
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deolinda rodrigues 
Messages of Life… from a death camp cell 

Christmas Eve 

—7:00 PM 
by the latrine. 
Yeah, it’s all set up, 
I didn’t miss a thing. 
Everything’s ready 
to get you out of here. 
Just have to know 
if the pilot’s waiting 
and then you run. 
If they find you, I’m shot, so 
What do I get for running the risk? 

Past 7:00 now. 
Chains teach you self-delusion; 
while you’re waiting on the 
arranged signal 
dream your dreams: 
tomorrow’s Christmas. 
Christmas in freedom. 
Damn . . . to be with comrades 
breathing the air of dignity 
to become myself again. 

The signal!? 
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—We going now? 

—Not yet . . . later, 
first I get me some 
over there 
in the grass. 
They don’t want to? 
Shit . . . well, get ready, 
They all ready? 
Gotta move fast. 

Well, I’ll come get you at midnight.

— 

The signal!? No. 

It’s daytime. 
Another night 
waiting in vain. 
It’s Christmas. 
Christmas in prison. 
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Asking 

Cold-blooded murderer, 
commie spy, 
woman playing at politics, 
whore. 

They’re calling me all these things 
and here I am asking when this nightmare will end, 
asking 
each time their feet go by, 
the military jeep growls, 
the bugle sounds reveille. 

There’s a new guard at my door. 

Is it my turn for the firing squad, 
or my comrade in the next cell? 

Will the captain take us 
now, or never? 

Here I am asking, 
always asking. 

There’s no tunnel in this hellish place, but . . . 

Vietnam is putting an end to Yankee cruelty. 
Colombia is back on the path to dignity. 
Another one explodes in Pretoria. 
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But most of all 
Ripanzu 
(with Cienfuegos and Kamy) 
is getting closer—

to putting right the ruined; 
to sweeping away the colonialist; 
to building a logic. 

Did Brazza transmit Kamy’s march? 

Asking, 
asking, 
just to keep up 
the constant struggle 
between lurking suicide 
and this insane whirlwind 
till morning comes 
and I leave this death camp alive 
and useful in my freedom 
to choose responsibility 
and freedom of action 
for the realization 
of our liberty. 
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February 4th 

The rickety table in the cell 
isn’t bare. 
In the middle there’s an emblem 
our emblem 
and around the table 
three MPLA militants. 
Under the butcher’s flag 
and in the cell, 
three militants 
give homage 
to the heroes of February, 
the anonymous heroes  
of the maquis, 
in the PIDE prisons, 
in exile, 
give homage to Cienfuegos, 
special reverence to the young 
martyrs of Kamy, 
all solidarity to comrades on march in the interior. 

Victory to the people of Angola 
under MPLA banners.

Victory to heroic Vietnam, 
to Africa, to Latin America. 

There’s no clock, 
but we know our moment of silence is over. 

Three reborn voices 
fill the cell 
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            “with the heroic people of the 
             Angolan Revolution!” 

Steps in the corridor . . . 

“MPLA, victory or death!” 

Three fists punch up: 

MPLA, Vitória ou Morte! 
MPLA, Vitória ou Morte! 

 

Translator’s notes:  

Nganga: herbalist, healer. 

Kamy and Cienfuegos: MPLA squadrons.  

Ripanzu: Another squadron? A nom de guerre? 

February 4th: O Dia do Início da Luta Armada de Libertação Nacional (The Day 
of the Beginning of the Armed Struggle for National Liberation). Angolan public 
holiday. In Luanda, on February 4, 1961, militants stormed several colonial prisons 
in an effort to free political prisoners. These events eventually led to the Angolan 
Revolution.  

PIDE: Polícia Internacional e de Defesa do Estado (International and State Defense 
Police); Salazar’s secret police.  
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Deolinda Rodrigues Francisco de Almeida was born in 1939 in Catete, Angola. 
She was the director of the Medical Section of the Angolan Women’s Organization, 
a member of the MPLA Committee, and a guerrilla fighter in the Kamy Squadron. 
Her nom de guerre was Langidila. She was captured in March 1967 while returning 
from a military action, and was executed in 1968, in the prison camp where she 
wrote these poems. In Angola, she is a beloved national hero. 
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noémia de sousa  

You beat me and you threaten me, 
Now that I’ve lifted my cleared head 
And shouted, “Enough!” 

You surround me with bars 
And want to crucify me 
Now that I’ve torn the pink blindfold 
And shouted, “Enough!” 

You condemn me to eternal darkness 
Now that my African soul has lit up 
And uncovered your deceit . . . 

I screamed, a thousand times I screamed: “Enough!” 

O executioner with twisted eyes, 
With teeth filed to rip human flesh 
And the brutal hands of an ape: 
Come with your truncheon 
Come with your threats, 
Lock me in your jails and crucify me, 
Bring your instruments of torture, 
And amputate my limbs, one by one . . . 

Put out my eyes and condemn me to eternal darkness . . . 

And more than ever, 
From the mire of the soul, 
I will rise up lucid,  
I will roar against everything: 
“Enough! Enough! Enough!” 
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If You Want to Know Me
for Antero 

If you want to know me, 
study with sharp eyes 
this piece of black wood 
carved and worked 
by the inspired hands  
of an unknown Maconde brother 
in lands far to the North. 

Ah, that is who I am: 
these empty sockets in despair of life, 
this mouth torn with wounds of anguish, 
these huge hands held high and spread 
to threaten or implore, 
this body tattooed  
with the visible and invisible 
scars from the scourge of slavery . . . 
Tortured and magnificent, 
lofty and mystical, 
Africa from head to toe, 
-- ah, this is who I am! 

If you want to understand me 
come lean close over my African soul, 
hear the groans of Blacks on the docks, 
the frenzied drums of the Chopes, 
the defiant Shaganas, 
the uncanny melancholy evolving 
from a native song,  
all through the night . . . 
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And if you really do want to know me, 
ask me nothing else . . . 

All I am is a fleshly cowrie 
in which the revolt of Africa 
has congealed its cry 
swollen with hope. 

  

 

 

Noémia de Sousa (Carolina Noémia Abranches de Sousa Soares) was born near 
Maputo, Mozambique on 20 September 1926, and died in Cascais, Portugal on 4 
December 2002. She worked as a journalist for most of her life. Sangue Negro, her 
only book of poetry, contains 46 poems written between 1948 and 1951. She is 
known as "the mother of Mozambican poetry." 
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alda do espíriTo sanTo
Where Are the Hunted in that Wind of Madness 

Blood falling in gouts to the ground 
men dying in the woods 
and the blood falls and falls . . . 
Fernão Dias forever in the history 
of Ilha Verde, red with blood 
of men fallen 
in the immense arena of the pier. 
Ai, the pier, the blood, the men, 
the fetters, the endless blows 
sounding sounding sounding, 
fall into the silence of fallen lives, 
of screams, the howls of pain 
from the men become unhuman 
in the hands of unnamed executioners. 
Zé Mulato in the story of the pier 
shooting men in the silence 
of their fallen bodies. 
Ai, Zé Mulato, Zé Mulato . . . 
The victims cry vengeance. 
The sea, the shark-infested 
sea at Fernão Dias 
swallowed human lives 
till red with blood. 
—We are standing— 
our eyes are on you. 
Our lives buried 
in the fields of death, 
the men of 5 February, 
the men falling  
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into the hothouse of death 
crying pity, 
screaming for their lives, 
dead, airless, waterless, 
rise from their mass grave 
and stand in a choir of justice 
to demand vengeance . . . 
. . . Bodies fallen in the bush, 
houses, peoples’ houses 
destroyed in the vortex
of arsonist fire, 
burnt lives, 
raise their voices 
in a terrible chorus of justice 
and demand vengeance. 
And all you thugs 
and all you butchers 
there on the bench, 
what did you do to my people? 
what is your answer? 
where have my people gone? 
. . . And I answer in the silence 
of the voices raised 
to demand justice . . . 
One by one, all in a line . . . 
For all you thugs, 
forgiveness has no meaning. 
Justice will fly, 
and the blood from lives fallen 
in the forests of death 
to drench the earth 
in frozen silence 
will fertilize the ground, 
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demanding justice. 
This is the call of the people 
singing our hope 
for an unshackled world 
where freedom 
is the homeland 
of humanity . . . 

 

 

 

 

Alda do Espírito Santo (Alda Neves da Graça do Espírito Santo) was born in São 
Tomé City, São Tomé e Principe, on 20 April 1926, and died in Luanda, Angola, on 
10 March 2010. She worked as a teacher, and was imprisoned for her revolutionary 
activism. After independence, she became Minister of Education and Culture, and 
went on to hold other high governmental offices. She wrote the lyrics to the São 
Tomean national anthem, and many poems. 
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marCelino dos sanTos  
from Our Morals 
 
FIRST PAMPHLET 

It’s not just that things shouldn’t be easy 
but also that things never are easy and that’s  
absolutely 
essential 

Sunflowers turn with the light— 
it’s not easy 
but it’s lovely 

It’s time to understand 
how good sweet fruit 
can only grow on a healthy tree 
in firm soil 
never in mud 

To keep studying or not— 
that’s not your problem 
and it’s not mine either—
it’s ours 

A hospital for the people 
a school for the people 
will never be a truth 
will never be possible in our land 
unless we work the soil of the Revolution. 
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When you want rice 
without planting—
that’s no human story 
and the second step always 
follows on the first 

We live today 
not yesterday 
not tomorrow 
and the mission for all of us 
           is 

To carry out the FRELIMO program of 
total national independence and 

end the exploitation 
of the many 

by the few 

Today’s mission 
Comrade 
is to work the basic soil of the Revolution 
is to help a people grow stronger 
with a bazooka a PM a 12.7 
in Muidumbe in Catur 
and farther south 
in Nampula in Macequece in Inhambane 

And a strong people 
Comrade 
can 
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flatten a mountain 
build a hospital 
build a school 

As the first of us proclaimed 
in Cabo Delgado and Niassa 

 We are soldiers of FRELIMO 
 We carry out our mission 
 We work the basic soil of the Revolution 
 

 

Dos Santos (right) with Samora Machel   
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SECOND PAMPHLET 

The important thing is not what I want 
not what you want

but what WE want 

The Revolution is that way 
it has its laws 

and a secret too 

  The laws of the Revolution 
  are the laws of a people in solidarity 

Each of us 
has a strong desire 
a dream a need 
  to be a doctor a pilot a mechanic 
  carpenter cook engineer 
  even a politician 
  and serve  
  the people 
  tomorrow 
  to the best of our knowledge and abilities 

 And today 
 Comrades 
 how do we serve the people today? 
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Each of us 
has a personal wish 
a need 
but the important thing 
is not what I need          not what you need 
but what WE need 

The doves beat their wings and fly 

The blue finch sings 

That is true 

But for them 
space and air are open 
Comrades 

In colonized Mozambique 
hospitals are not for the people 
schools are not for the people 
space and air are closed 

Today 

we need to cultivate 
the fields of the Revolution 
on long hard marches 
full of sweat fatigue and blood 
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Full of moments of dejection 
of despair 
but we always renew our enthusiasm 

Often we lose our way 
only to find it again 

Today  

we need to cultivate 
the soil of the Revolution 
on long hard marches through the forest 

We need to wear out our hands and eyes 
in vast unending struggles 

as we march till we drop 
and then stand up again 

and educate ourselves 
in the human experience 
of sorrow and victory 
and we pluck the first fruits 

still dry and withered 
yes 
but they are fruits, Comrades 

The Revolution has its laws 
they are the laws of a people in solidarity 
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the important thing 
is what we need 
           all of us 
          today 

To carry out our mission 

To cultivate the basic soil of the Revolution 

 

 

 

Marcelino dos Santos was born in Lumbo, Mozambique on 20 May 1929, and 
died in Maputo on 11 February 2020. As one of the founding members of FRE-
LIMO, he wrote the foundational statutes, became Vice-President of the party, and 
remained a committed Marxist-Leninist very critical of FRELIMO's embrace of 
capitalism in the 1980s. Under the name of Kalungano, he published poems in  
various periodicals and anthologies, and a collection of his poems was published 
under his own name in 1987. 
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armando emílio gueBuza 

If you ask me 
Who I am, 
With that sinister smile 
On your face pocked with malice, 
I’ll say nothing. 

I’ll say nothing, 
But I’ll show you the scars of centuries, 
Every furrow on my black back. 

I’ll look at you with hatred in my eyes 
Gone red with blood spilled for centuries. 

I’ll show you my grass shack 
Collapsing without hope or help. 

I’ll take you to plantations 
Where from dusk till dawn 
I stoop over the dirt 
While hard labor 
Gnaws my time. 

I’ll take you to fields full of people 
Where we breathe misery hour after hour, 
And I’ll say nothing. 

I’ll simply show you these things.  
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Then I’ll show you the bodies of our people 
Shot down by traitors with machine guns, 
Our shacks burned by you and your people, 
And I’ll say nothing. 

But you’ll know why I keep fighting. 

 

 

 

 

Armando Emílio Guebuza was born in Murrupula, Mozambique on 20 January 
1943. He joined FRELIMO in 1963, and rose to the rank of general during the war 
of independence. After the probable murder of Samora Machel, he took part in the 
whitewashing, became a wealthy businessman, and was President of Mozambique 
from 2005 to 2015. He is deeply corrupt (what capitalist isn't?), but he managed to 
write a few good poems in his youth. 
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niColau gomes spenCer 
Guerilla Fighter 

She seems to head into the wind on every boat 
In the maelstrom of every hurricane. 
Insanity incarnate, they say, 
But no! 

She raises us up and nourishes our conscience 
In the knowing madness of creative gales. 
Insanity incarnate, they say, 
But no! 

Humanity incarnate. 
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Steadfast 

Our warmth 
in the taste 
of simple things 

Anxious fire 
Anguished sweat 
Fury and fire 

At dawn our 
gaunt arms 
grasp the future 

 

 
 

 

Nicolau Gomes Spencer—Comandante Mwandoji—was born in the provincial 
capital of Cabinda, Angola. In 1961 (he must have been in his late teens or early 
twenties), he abandoned religious studies, and joined the MPLA Army. In 1967, 
after working for the MPLA in Algeria and Yugoslavia for some months, he was 
named MPLA Representative in Dar-es-Salaam. By 1970, he had for some time 
been fighting on the Eastern Front in Angola, where he became Regional Mili-
tary Coordinator. Comandante Mwandoji was killed in battle on 26 October 1971. 
[This brief bio was extracted from the Introduction to Poesia de Nicolau Spencer, 
published in Lisbon in the mid-80s.]
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helena uamBemBe 
A Luta Continua

My work investigates the effects of conflict on communities, particularly 
concerning the 32 Battalion. The 32 Battalion was a military unit within 
the South African Defence Force mainly made up of black Angolan soldiers. 
The unit was created in 1975 when the Angolan civil war broke out and 
soldiers from FNLA forces fled to South Africa.

I make use of archival images and symbols, like the buffalo head, that held 
significance in the 32 Battalion and carry traumatic memory. I reimagine 
the shared traumatic history in artistic media like print, performance, vid-
eo, installation and sound. I also use spoken word and stories that were 
shared in the community or events in the community that have to some 
extent become a myth.
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E vou morrer em Angola, 2018.  Photographic Print 
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Chipenda, Savimbi, Holden and I, 2018. Photographic Print
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Conversas com Savimbi, 2019. Photographic Print
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Portrait of Neto and I, 2019. Photographic Print  
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Viva Liberdade, 2019.  Photographic Print
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O Capintero, 2018 Photographic Print
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Here Lies the Unknown. 2018, Photographic Print  
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Savimbi, Neto, Holden and I, 2019. Photographic Print
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hugo garCia manríquez
from The Commonplace
translated by NAFTA 
(the North American Free Translation Agreement)

We push history to the side
Turn it into our own indexicality

Aspects, ones from others
The world that produced us 

Moments. Moments to intonate aspects
Other moments
of discussions about poetry
that in the end are discussions
about politics

In those discussions, in those moments
the poems intonate aspects

Aspects gathered together and aspects kept apart
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1

When the poem intonates aspects, from ones
gathered together, and others, kept apart
in truth it intonates 45 pickup trucks
equipped with x-rays for the SSP
intonates in truth 43 ion scanners
for SEDENA, 155 CT-30 detection kits

The poem intonates unmanned aircraft
Mi-17 helicopters, as well as armored
vehicles, motorbikes
command posts, and amphibious vehicles applied
to public security tasks

The poem intonates 173 dogs
trained for the SAT, PGR, and SSP*

Nowhere do you read The world that produced me

Nothing about the 173 dogs

* SSP: Secretaría de la Seguridad Pública (Secretary of Public Security), SEDENA: 
Secretaría de la Defensa Nacional (Secretary of National Defense), SAT: Servicio de 
Administración Tributaria (Tax Administration Service), and PGR: Procuraduría 
General de la República (Attorney General of Mexico).
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When we read literature
we read the budget
of the Mexican army

When we perceive art-
works we perceive the budget
of the Mexican army
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If some element of the structure
does not fulfill criteria of resistance
new articulations
are inserted
with constant moments

With constant moments
such as the company Colt Defense
and its thousand 5.56mm rifles
for the use of state forces

With constant moments
such as the company SIG Sauer
that delivered 7,384 firearms to Mexico
in 2015: 3,060 assault rifles, 505
machine guns, and 3,819
pistols. Other similar companies have done
business with Mexico

With constant moments, sculpted
by the Glock company
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Constant moments
sculpted by a series
of semiautomatic weapons
designed and produced
by the manufacturer Glock Ges.m.b.H
of Deutsch-Wagram, Austria

With 11,231 constant moments
designed, produced, and sold
to the Secretary of National Defense
for another 3 million dollars

With constant moments like the howler
monkey (Alouatta palliata) with its oral
apparatus specialized with its hyoid bones
and developed larynx

forming with the mandible a resonating chamber
that allows the powerful amplification of
the sounds, the aspects gathered together
the aspects kept apart
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Constant momentum like the white-tailed
deer (Odocoileus virginianus)
that marks its territory by rubbing
objects gathered together and kept apart with
its preorbital, tarsal, and interdigital glands

With constant moments like
the volcano rabbit (Romerolagus diazi)
With its greyish belly that communicates with
others through a scent secreted

by its glands, in aspects
gathered together and aspects kept apart

Constant moments like
the creosote bush (Larrea tridentata)
with solitary yellow-colored flowers

and whose leaves divide into others
even smaller with a similar aspect to leather

and appear as if covered in tiny hairs and resin
covered in aspects gathered together and aspects kept apart 
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2

Begin in any place of the totality

Begin, for example
with 40 combat aircraft, begin
with helicopters armed with additional
capacity for the precision
bombing of land

Bombers that are an extension
of the impact on my mother’s cheekbone
when I was 17
I haven’t thought about this situation
for a time a time that is non-transferrable

For a time that is non-transferrable

I haven’t thought about the C-295 airplanes
configured for military transport

For a time that is non-transferrable
I haven’t thought about the acquisition
of 6 EC725 helicopters for
high impact operations
on the cheekbone of my mother

            Constant moments
that seem to begin and only begin
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Like the 72 billion 250 million for Defense
according to the Federal Expense Budget
With constant moments that
begin only to begin
and begin again

And begin with 4 tridimensional 
long-range radars for the system
of aerospace administration

With moments that seem not to end
not to end like the 9 million 164 thousand 893 
pesos for the acquisition of measurement
analysis, and physical testing equipment
with cutting-edge technology that allows
for the potential optimization of response 
time in the analyses. (Note: think about how
poetry can optimize your management system,
your response time)

We push history aside

We turn it into our own indexicality 
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mBizo Chirasha 
MAIDUGURI 
 
 
I am Biafra sitting on oil 
I am bleeding uranium and tea 
I am loaded with the ashes and flesh of Sambisa 
Carrying whistles and obscenities of wrong revolutions 
Roasting daughters for supper 
Weaving words in wind and on wood 
I was born with hunger to be free 
I was not born free 
I am vomiting xenophobia and the past 
Planting freedom in the Volta of Sankara 
I sing of Congo that lost its bread, season and sand. Peasants drunk with 
bitterness willing to die 
Bujumbura, watching Ebola eating supper with republics 
Copper pregnant Kalinga-linga dancing in darkness 
 
Sing Maiduguri, symptom of unfinished struggle 
Death walking naked in deafening forests of Warange 
Children planting bullets like maize in Bokungu 
Dissidents chewing scorn 
Puppets munching flags 
We are tired of picking scorn and grain 
Propaganda foxes looting ballots to fatten their puppies and 
Mother dogs 
Mongers pocketing the state in their ragged overalls 
Salivating tongues dangling for another ballot feast 
Brother, Poverty sits under the skin like an itch!  
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DEAR COMMISSAR   
 

 
Dear Commissar   
my poetry sings of   
political baboons puffing wind of vendetta,   
splashes of sweet flowing buttock valleys of pay less city laborers   
rough crackling red clay of sanctions smashing poverty corrupted face of 
my village,   
presidential t shirt tearing across bellies of street hustlers   
mute bitter laughter of political forests after the falling of political lemon trees   
  
Dear Commissar   
my poetry is   
foot signatures of struggle mothers and green horns   
bewitched by one party state cocaine   
new slogan hustlers boozing promises after herbal tea of change rhetoric   
street nostrils dripping stink and garbage   
tears chiseling rocky breasts of mothers who lost wombs   
in the charcoal of voter recount   
  
Dear Commissar   
my poetry sings of   
rhythm of peasant drums dancing to the new gimmick   
unknowingly   
political jugglers eating voter drumsticks after another ballot loot.
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BLACK ORANGES 

 
i) 
Xenophobia my son 
I hear a murmur in the streets 
A babble of adjoining markets 
Your conscience itching with guilt like 
Genital leprosy 
Your wide eyes are cups where tears never fall 
When they fall the storm washes down bullet drains and garbage cities 
 
ii) 
Come nomzano with your whisper to drown, 
Blood scent stinking the rainbow altar. 
Darfur, petals of blood spreading, 
Perfume of death choking slum nostrils 
Slums laden with acrid smell of mud and 
Debris smelling like fresh dungs heaps 
Fear scrawling like lizards on Darfur skin 
Kibera. I see you scratching your mind like ragged linen 
Smelling the breath of slums and diesel fumes 
The smoke puffing out through ghetto ruins is the fire dousing the em-
blem of the state 
 
iii) 
Belly of Zambezi aching with crocodile and fish 
Villages piled like heaps of potatoes against the flank of the eastern hills 
Farmlands dripping golden dripping dew 
Sunshine choking with vulgar mornings 
Dawns yawning with vendetta filled redemption songs 
Drums of freedom sounding fainter and fainter, blowing away in the wind
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iv) 
When streets rub their sleep out of their eyes 
Villagers scratch painful living from the 
Infertile patches of sand on this earth whose lungs heave with copper and 
veins bleed gold 
Ghetto buttocks sit over poverty. Kalingalinga 
Corruption eating breakfast with ministers. Kabulonga, with shrill cries of  
children breaking against city walls 
 
v) 
Shire river tonight your voice rustled dry, like the scratching of old silk 
Politicians grow everywhere like weeds 
Land of Ngwazi. Yesterday crocodiles breakfasted on flesh 
Owls and birds sang with designated protocol 
Ngwazi your cough drowned laughter and prayers 
Your breath silenced rivers and jungles 
 
vi) 
Mozambique, belief and gift of my poetry 
Sweat wine poured to absent, long forgotten gods and goddesses 
Soft kiss spent on golden virgins before they aged into toothless grannies 
The rhythm of samora 
Heartbeat of chimurenga 
Drumbeat of Chissano 
Today your once bright mornings blight in corruption. A social anorexia 
 
vii) 
Abuja guns eat you more than disease 
I loved you before you absorbed poverty as sponge soaking out water. 
Before rats chewed your roof 
Before you conceived men with borrowed names and totems 
Ghost of Abacha guzzling drums of blood and gallons of oil 
Wiwa chasing shadows of babangida past delta of treasures
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viii) 
Buganda cruelty is a natural weapon of a dictator 
Poor lives buried under rubbles of autocracy 
Pregnant mothers with eyes gouged out by bullets, pushing their guts 
back into their bellies 
Luanda you are a roar of old trucks 
A whine of motor cycles. A rumble of dead engines 
 
ix) 
America frying its fingers in the oil pans of your kitchen 
Where Europe fries, America roasts 
Angola. When you cough, America catches a fever 
Angola! Quench my parched lungs with a spoon of oil 
 
x) 
I see the naked thighs of your desert hills 
Barotseland of Setswana 
A servant positioned with trust 
American green bloomed your desert shrubs 
Your loyalty is sold to she who offers the next meal. Barotseland of seretse 
 
xi) 
Somalia 
Your lips burnt brown with exposure of rough diet 
You are muffled voice, cursed and drowned into deep silence 
The smell of aged incense and stale coffee 
A tune piped by the shepherd on mountainside, only to be half heard and 
quickly forgotten by villagers 
 
xii) 
Ghana 
The anthill of black seed 
Coast blessed with gold 
Once a young girl full of sap and strength
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Once perfumed with richness and sacredness 
You shared your salt and sweat from freedom 
Today you a like a woman who sleeps with a pillow between her legs, 
anticipating a miracle of man 
 
xiii) 
Coast of ivory 
I see faces tight as skin of drum in moonlight 
Ivory Coast. Once the smoke and smell of human excitement 
Tonight bullets burrow into your belly like rats into sacks of Thai rice 
You are the broken pot we patch to put on shelf again.
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Trish salah
Ghazals

Forgetting

Don’t you wonder how history grew a mask of time?
Confusing what happened, what was asked of time.

Is it the mask in itself— showing the real’s glow after?
As if burned into street, you who were so tasked with time.

Living the mask as itself, weathering this past’s ellipsis 
what delicate variations, so in love basked, for a time.

My Beau murmurs, “Showing up well turned out…that’s a politic.”
Living on chimera its dark undergrowth overtasks this time.

This mask worn for others? The desire to reach it within
called body to the page, its pause marked one at a time.
 
History’s long gone awry, smiling then unmasks our time.
Loosing what was true to the peace we asked of time.
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Small movements

She says, as the signs arrive on the train at dusk,
“the verbs are tense and feeling awry, in a mood.”

Fear the oceans saying what you think, extinction.
Unmarried the hum to quell our thoughts.

Harbinger as wish, could you? Contrary to what is fact
a bare form with no ending, no shadow was present.

Wanting a playful seeing, a too forward translation,
jelly froths up beneath you, sudden knowledge of love.

How then to listen for repair, wander this place
and no place, close between a cemetery layering?

As the sky surveils the entry points, this future or that
edges out our belonging in time, a place to obey.

Beauty feels the hurt, its mirage gives up
no place for the image that comes from away.
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Gabriel Ojeda-Sagué
Hold Me To It

infrastructure has little capacity for promise making, 

as we have all now learned,

though steadiness is its first and only appeal.

the idea is freckling on second consideration,

a bad reflection, as it always really was,

of the logical results of what we set out to do. 

do not fantasize about atlantis, buried treasure,

when you were so baldly lied to

about what you could set your mind to

and disperse. a better version of a lilypad

is encoded in the current version of the lilypad. 

return of the ice. fingers shaped into a gun.

the autumn of a philosopher, stuck.

be sure to watch the species in the other screen,
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where colors are brighter and harder to track.

I go where I go. you rob me of my balance.

in a feature of august, the temptation is to fear

the heat that leads a melody, but in no way

is this behavior truly sane. you cannot sleep

with your head against a thesaurus when the promise

made was against variation in the name of something

dressed as innovation, which we now see as dishonest.

faulty patterning. in laying out where an object began

and another object ended, the promise reduced each

object to its lifespan. it circulated the bad news. 

it said to be eager with your mind and its silhouette.

it saw pleasure as exhaustion’s ricochet. it planted plants.

you hear that like I do, mosquitoes passing by your ear.

you hear that like I do, a third color 
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made in reference to two others, 

set up just behind the stage.

everything about the golf course.

the end of all these minor acts within the diamond,

if that is how you would like to think of it,

but these are the returns.

the return to death, the conversation of all animals

in this new form of intimacy with our thoughts.

of course, water returns and reshelves.

I am handing out microscopic fires,

something you could silence 

with the pinch of two fingers.

an island taken from its context,

skin peeled from a snake,

is a thin thing pulled apart by storms.
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nothing could keep that word. 

sun if it careens,

permit me to desire.

who is watching you as you run through the woods,

dirt scraping your thighs as they rush and sweat,

the taste of cocoa remaining just between your molars?

you invent a half-lion half-girl to rid you of this flu,

which is, in every case, a futile effort.

a dream from the head of st. eustace.

the promise absolved you of your genuine paranoia,

pretended that it was a system of roads.

you finally let the firefly out of your hand.

you watch as a friend makes a deep burn in his arm,

a promise that I still love you.

a world where the lilypad does not exist is programmed 
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into the current version of the lilypad.

there is so much discussion

around the behavior of the lie.

this time there is no thought of each other

or there is only thought of each other,

our holding here a honeybee as a forest burns

or the frightening moments when we think the same thing.

the promise is that all your senses are harvesters.

the milder anxieties will do you little good now

though they are unrelenting in their small constant need

as we are chest-deep in purchased horror.

I think singing to myself will guarantee me a next thought

though it barely does.

you speak

as if to fill this room with sound.
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you barely fit into your clothes.

two mulch pieces rubbed together

will not start a fire.

a lithograph of a clover.

here and then I borrow your loneliness

as we watch the earth bite its lip and die.

this is what it can make of itself,

it bares its limit to you.

in sweetness pulled from a thorn,

the difference between belong and belong

in its least optimistic capacity.

every steady and silver handholding

an incomplete remark made on a bad bet.

except in loving you, I stupidly hope,

or except in taking a ruler to the ground.
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when the stove is lit,

when I promise you anything,

hold me to it.
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Listen Chen
from if you meet buddhas, kill buddhas

To say we should not wave a fan because the nature of wind is constant, that 
there will be a wind even when one does not use a fan, fails to understand both 
constancy and the nature of the wind.

where the slow bend of the wind holds everything 

we saw once between twitching leaves thunderbird-stamped cars & surveilled  
      doorways 

the muffled music of so many reticular formations spinning in concert

like the sad kid lurched awake by a tremble outside the window trembling  
      within

like the sad buoy blinking behind each passing wave

like a sleeper towed by the moon 
 

themistocles sails under the flag of singapore

past geraldton pyeongtaek busan astoria & portland

toward condo towers streaming gold 

& gold

& golden light
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triumphant administrators perk their feckless heads above the rooftops

the wind a fluff in their whiskers

the wind mutely rearranging shadows

thinner than enclosure

& the competition between wasps

it’s only natural to be soothed by the familiarity of one’s own face

opposite the hurt of untold servants 

the empty certainties of the sky 

the hoax of home
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anguish leaps from limb to limb the wind an empty yoke 

passing through the gills of time 

through colorless smoke detached homes & yellow rapeseed fields 

slogans of the trade war

in the brain’s lop-sided theatre they act out their belonging

tourists surveying vistas of private life & speech trinkets 

husbands lovingly garnished by the lost welfare state

together they have so many preferences
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where the wind touches it carries elsewhere

the scattered outskirts pooling in many sensationally voluminous basins

first pollen at sea

then a strangler fig creeping into a dream of the cosmos
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gravity pulling our bodies down pulls the earth up

the wind an endless contiguity joining us & them

our disentombing endlessly remaking us & them

for some betrayal is unexpected & therefore immeasurable

the inner cop a solo longing 

to clutch the wheel of sand suddenly in motion

the fog broken by spiraling light
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the wind correlates all forces: not just the moon

but its marooned image in any number of buckets

& not just the bucket but the ladle scooping at the moon that isn’t the moon 

& not just the ladle but the intelligentsia who swat at the water luxuriating 
in its gentle plashing & tepid droplets as the image soothingly wobbles & 
breaks & restores itself before their anxious eyes

there is nothing crudely unmaking here they remind themselves

nearby the grain tower blends into the sky

& covers the apples in his backyard with a fine wheat dust
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hung q. Tu 
The New Boma 
or how we got to “and”  
 
 
Ideas patiently germinate out of sight 
until one day, Brussels sprout 
and so for mid-century moderns 
only a fully integrated market could achieve  
what war repeatedly couldn't; peace  
a time-lapse map of just such an idea shows  
its spread to unsuspecting parochial  
markets the “domino theory” was right after all! 
loss of identity and feeling devalued  
are just some of the possible side effects 
in response, a South London dishwasher speaks 
for immigrants at large “try doing my job” 
like that mid-century Moses coming down 
from the mountain, to see the plan in its entirety  
would leave us staring dumbly into space 
in the end, colonies operated at a loss 
does this mean my youth had been misspent 
unduly exercised over a fiscally unsound adventure?  
what the curators had in mind was to 
incorporate the ideals of harmony and 
completeness under Western skies 
“input-in, output-out” neatly shows 
the depth of their design in action! 
but to see the supply chain in all its complexity 
would turn museum-goers to stone 
how comforting it must be for this traveller 
to hear a familiar voice from home “tu racista!” 
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a chaotic period of Warring States ends 
supplanted by a dynastic supermarket 
an uncanny comedy of life imitating TV features 
a middle-aged housewife “I don't like Germans”  
refusing to choose, they want to be recognized as both  
is this what it means to be finally postmodern? 
so they would turn their colonial gaze inward 
an elusive peace entered into force 
creating the New Boma  
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Automation  
 
 
Are private missions to space 
jet-fueled rehearsals for capital flight? 
how filled with dread and insight I was to learn  
that robotics and artificial intelligence would  
become the sweeping wave of a future tsunami 
in his spare time, a teenage coder developed 
free software to quickly and easily appeal 
parking tickets, imagine the menial 
but beneficial possibilities for asylum seekers 
a deported mother shuddered at the possibilities  
as Mr Universe and a godlike intelligence place  
black and white pebbles on a Cartesian grid 
until pieces stand out to reveal the endgame 
but also a new birth, one without the pain of labor  
so with this in mind, he set about 
automating the boring parts of his life 
is this why homebuyers find gray so agreeable?  
how outflanked but relieved I was to hear 
radicals propose, of all things, a universal income  
I remember a particular fireside chat when 
our elders whispered about the revolution to come  
for those elders, cancer was just a handy  
metaphor for negative growth, if only to put 
a human face on a rapidly spreading meme 
so it would be for Billy Graham, to spread 
the Good News “Let the dead bury the dead” 
of course, whatever superiority I felt watching 
a clumsy but teachable robot take its first steps  
for mankind ends with the unacknowledged  
knowledge of insecurities to come 
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is this why zombies are so relatable? 
it can be hard to find the right emoji when your  
coworker has a permanent smiley face 
so it would be for Judy Garland, to sing 
“Over the Rainbow” in perpetuity 
becoming a gay icon along the way 
imagine my surprise when I hear that 
self-driving cars are just around the corner  
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Blackbeards  
 
 
In a galaxy that could even be ours 
but to be there is to be in thrall to an empire  
there, virtue and commerce go hand in hand  
the emperor emerged from his one-night stand  
with the sun goddess receiving 
three cheers for “Banzai!” 
which makes it all the more puzzling when  
unlikely bands of pious but plucky rebels  
emerge, determined to reprise an alt-past 
like when I met an idiot savant 
traveling on a Kurdish passport 
for our conservative rebels, yet to 
experience a sexual revolution of their own  
the object of desire is for her eyes only 
is this latency the reason their recruitment  
videos look so pornographic? 
a compilation of explosive climaxes 
in quick succession for his eyes only 
in a performative act of joy, that savant  
jumped up and down on the edge 
of a cliff until he got the perfect shot 
then some hunchback said “International  
System”, as if our condition was 
nothing more than a permanent shrug 
so the language of enforcement would 
return to its favorite nostrum, decapitation  
even if it was just a figure of speech 
now, it has to be a shock to the International System  
when, against a non- 
descript background, an unidentified man with 
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a perfect cockney accent took it literally 
not having the stomach for such things 
I remember fainting in a theater lobby 
those Blackbeards of the Levant ached 
for a caliphate preserved in amber 
so it was an epic but tiresome struggle 
not of swashbuckling rebels but the very future  
of entertainment for our eyes only 
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CaTriona sTrang
from Unfuckable Lardass

12.

discussion or incursion 
invention or diversion

it was all good until I 
rolled over and flattened it

is it any wonder
we were born 
rebellious and enraged?

at this rate 
I’ll be itching
for days

Cleft or rift, Hellebore and Oxalis. Gone before she left. Not quite hardy under
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13. 

Niceness vs. the performance of niceness: stop and observe the ceaseless 
intersections of shifting social clusters. How is this possible? Tracing her 
fractured mind, we are none of us individuals – now when can I get back 
to aimless net-surfing? I’m constitutionally obedient and rebellious, a wob-
bly accumulation of labour and error, and yes I’m still a bleeder. It’s not 
maybe, it’s your inhaler.

average contrasting finely. With thread-like creeping stems, I had a habit of coming 
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14.

new green shoots again
welcome wonder’s 
work rippling edging 
torn up replete 
rates joyous ply 
now baffle-cavorting
uphill and down

up against her better judgment.  Peppered with a fine mist of dark red, it’s time to 
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15.
(from GB)

Quickly, its head 
wide, an alley, a 
house – we are 
familiar. By the 
afternoon, failure.

dig in deeply and forever. Sometimes entirely too kindly. But by fire of patience 
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17. 

“I objected to his scale of values”—Simone de Beauvoir

Expanding every 
always. Grief
is born of inter-
minable struggles
with an intrusive 
fact, washed 
with green.

Define “public.”
Now define
“interest.”

I bear it. I saw 
night inventing 
you, burgeon-
burly; I have
eaten every
thing.

folded together at their first coming forth, I may yet decide to run rampant. You’re 
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18. 

Grip-steamed by
placating post-
asshole im-
plications, slammed

or trimmed
by grief, assault 
tears us

all rips and no
slip-gap, no
map

either aggressive or weedy, a spreader for a choice spot.  
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BuCK doWns
build one to burn

pilgrim of wasted
creativity

  a suitcase full
 of party-favors
   and fire-works
   in the trunk

there’s more than one way
to get your brains blown out,
  at least one of which
 is really pretty good --

   a risk worth
  looking into

  burn it two times
  just to make sure
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pray for Ace 

 holy show,
 all empty --
 this house has
 vacancy --

 pin the tail
 on my nose

 its guesswork
 gets tested

 a widely-
distributed
utopia

 none of it
  was meant
 to gather
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four boots

roughing the chair
 roughneck style

 putting some
relevant muscle
 on the case

cops killing cop-
 killer cops

 split winnings
 hips the sinner

and the world eats
 its own poison
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barnyard domination mentality

strictly braying
 boss pundit

I keep laughing
at the setup
  instead
of the punch line

 I’m a ham
but he’s a pig 

it’s a question
of commitment 
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poem

 a cloud of brightness
  puts the sweet shine
 on a rusty nail

    shellshocked
  by the proliferation
    of signs

 deep space radiation
  background chatter
anxiety, nervousness, and fear --

  it’s a dreamer’s greed
 for another moment
  without you, dreaming --

 rolling-emotions
   where each
  of the words
   are charged

  and these bells
 that ring like chains

there is no solo wreckage
we always run into something
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Christodoulos Makris  
underlying condition 
 
 
looking for a proxy to express you 
devise a series of linked speech bubbles 
long and random apparently nobody you think will follow to the complex  
      conclusion 
 
how one can be so right 
and wrong 
 
how influencer in residence 
their underlying grievances roused 
will pounce 
 
poll 
 
      a. an extreme opinion 
      b. a ball of fury in miniature 
      c. a stunning poetic morsel 
 
I ponder advance retorts 
how disarming silence could be 
the wisdom 
of sculpting out 
a balanced thought 
 
      d. a flaming motion graphic arrow straight to the heart of your avatar 
      e. a hashtagging tsunami 
      f. an emoji party 
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dousing or fanning the fyre 
it’s uncontrollable 
 
      g. all of the above 
      h. none of the above 
 
look at me it says 
look at me old man 
more than all your hootsuited posts together 
how my engagement rates swell 
 
      i. who cares 
 
maybe I will
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screen test 

 
livestreaming white noise into your mind

yes I’m looking at you
with a malleable cartoon smirk
& come hither eyes

you’re hooked

my lack of anxiety helps you forget
creditors
across clans & generations

your condition
your back’s against the wall
your filtered profile
on a blue screen
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the hatred of poetry the film

rethink political action in poetic practice
piece of cake
would you be interested in buying my book
check out my profile & follow

a halffull coffeecup
you see I’m crowdsourcing words
fundamentally what I do right is touch on a mindset that shakes off personal  
      convictions?

outmanoeuvre the algorithm
go on my son
reach a cooling point a clearing
mindset
like in spite of convention
we get it poets things are like other things
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Ko Ko TheTT
i will go edo japan 

a society in self-isolation 
people bow at each other  
to keep a respectable social distance
like basho 
all by myself 
in a paper coat 
rain-soaked
in a pair of disagreeable zori sandals 
i will waddle into 
a love hotel 
amenities are abundant 
in quietude 
i will listen to loudness
of lotus leaves
the backside of a frog
leaping into a pond 
might get me enlightened 
or maybe not 
between bites of exquisite whale, tuna and eel sashimi 
i will reset my palette 
with a shot of fiery sake 
whenever i like 
i will go ride 
the great waves off kanagawa
a walk in the graveyard 
i hope to meet again erika 
the six-year-old girl 
who has been called to rest
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that’s how 
i will tide over my woes 
that’s how i want to go 
at the end of days —
you won’t be no bother 
under the swords of zombi samurais 
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CaTalina Cariaga
Oakland: Extreme Headache Series
Writing in the time of Pandemic and Racist Attack

On March 11, 2020, our unit in Business/Finance at U.C. Berkeley Law 
laid out plans for an alternate in-person work schedule as the Covid-19 
pandemic became urgent in the Bay Area. By March 15th, our unit was 
immediately dispersed to work at home with our laptops and HDMI cords. 
The Shelter in Place mandate was issued by the Alameda County on March 
16th. In just a few short days we scrambled to work at home on a daily 
basis.

Since I collect and write on vintage typewriters, I was invited to join a 
collective of typewriter enthusiasts to write one typed page a day during 
the pandemic. The blog is called One Typed Page at: https://onetypedpage.
wordpress.com. Each day the typewritten pages are posted on the Word-
press website curated and hosted—but not edited—by Daniel Marleau of 
the Typewriter Review. My first post was March 25th. Since then, I have 
written at least one typed page every day. I think we are on our 210th day. I 
only wish there were more women’s voices on OTP—and I have been trying 
to encourage women to submit.

My purpose was to write about Maxwell Park—my neighborhood in Oak-
land, CA. I felt that writing daily would be fruitful for future poems. Mostly, 
I write as if in my personal journal. I do not go back and fix typographical 
errors—which avoids any sense of self-censorship. In my daily walks, work 
at home, yoga, and sheltering in place in our home with my college age son, 
husband and two cats, I have much to observe and write about. I have to 
limit my exposure to media news (fake and all) of current events. Trying to 
stay local as much as possible.
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The Extreme Headache Series is a collection of type, poetic gesture, text, 
digitized art on cards and envelopes that I found stashed in drawers. Instead 
of writing formal poems, I found myself typing small constricted bits of text 
on envelopes and cards no bigger than two by three inches. I am not sure 
what the impulse was to start this way. Perhaps I was exploring the think-
ing of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha. Among Cha’s films, installation art, book 
and writings, her lesser known letter art has been preserved by Berkeley 
Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive (BAMPFA), some of which can be 
viewed in the BAMPFA online archive.1 Also, I was reflecting on the artist, 
designer, educator and cultural worker of the 1960’s, Corita Kent. She was 
an Immaculate Heart of Mary (IHM) nun who rubbed elbows with the 
likes of Andy Warhol. After I received my first communion in 1964, the 
IHM nuns decided to report to their classrooms without their dark indigo 
blue medieval habits. In short, the nuns came to school in civilian street 
clothing, reflecting the progressive reforms of Vatican II. The next week, in 
short order, the Cardinal of Los Angeles promptly dismissed and removed 
all IHM nuns from their schools in the archdiocese and replaced them with 
nuns of other orders. The purpose of that action was to cut the legs out 
from under any hint of Liberation Theology in California—and the United 
States. My particular school was assigned Carmelite nuns with their long 
dark medieval brown wool scapulars and ten decade rosaries. Perhaps the 
Cardinal was threatened by the coming of age of one too many feminists 
in indigo blue habits. A majority of those IHM nuns eventually left the 
convent and their vows—and those women continued their social activism 
and cultural work in their respective communities. Corita Kent moved to 
Boston and her prolific visual pop art helped to fuel the civil rights move-
ment and protests against the Viet Nam War. In 1985 she created the iconic 
“Love” stamp. The U.S. Postal Service sold 700 million of those stamps. She 
succumbed to cancer in 1986.  

Anything I write is photographed on my Android smart phone, then digi-
tally enhanced. The result is an extreme close-up of typewritten text reflect-
ing the pressurized personal view of a global pandemic and current events 
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from the window of my home in Oakland. To be honest, I am digitally 
challenged. My son loses patience with me. Many years ago, I worked in the 
advertising industry in San Francisco, and we referred to the Excedrin head-
ache commercial as the penultimate teeth and gum camera pose exhibiting 
extreme headache pain. (Yikes, I think I cannot use the term “Excedrin” in 
the title because it is a trademarked brand.) These pieces should give you a 
headache if you resort to reading them. If I write about topics such as food 
or custom, I try not to fall into the trap of ethnic tropes. I have been strug-
gling with the recurring news of violence against Black people and systemic 
racism that we can no longer abide. I cannot write about Oakland without 
noting the disparities between those who are prosperous and those who are 
systematically denied access to prosperity.  

In these past few months I have come to realize that over the years, when I 
have written about mental illness and bi-polar affective disorder (which has 
been strong in my family line over many generations), I was really writing 
about race. And conversely, when I wrote about race, I was really writing 
about mental illness. Altered states of shame, denial and alienation sur-
rounding mental illness and skin of color will always problematize gesture 
and narrativity in my poetics. Fissures abound. Is it a coincidence that we 
are approaching the fiftieth-year commemoration of Franz Fanon’s death 
in 1961? He certainly put one and one together. Racism is a mental illness. 

Finally, in hindsight, is there a dialectical conversation between my extreme 
headache pieces and the huge murals that have almost overnight sprung up 
with paint and wood canvassed windows of uptown and downtown Oak-
land? My son and I walked up and down Broadway and Telegraph taking 
pictures of this brave movement of artists. In my mind, I like to think that 
my gestures of text play contrapuntally against the bold brushstrokes of 
Pinay artist Cece Carpio. We all have our cultural work to do. The human 
struggle these days starts with one letter in front of another, one at a time.

1 https://oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/tf238n986k/
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Austyn Rich
STAY SANE

Reviewed by Rossen Ventzislavov

The Importance of Pandas

"There is no preparation for art that is not already art."1

—Stanley Cavell

We all inevitably imagine performances we did not witness. And, as far as 
Austyn Rich’s recent dance piece “STAY SANE” is concerned, most of us 
have no other option but to imagine. This effort of conjuring gains in depth 
and complexity for someone who was actively involved in the planning and 
preparation of an artwork they did not get to experience. I am that rare 
kind of non-viewer that had the opportunity to brainstorm with the artist, 
scout locations with them, and sustain an active conversation throughout 
the whole process. What follows is an account of most of what I saw and 
some of what I did not. 

On March 24, Austyn and I drove to Venice Beach and bought five packages  
of stick-on rhinestones from a 99 Cents Only store. They would be used, 
possibly, to cover a basketball. As a prop in the dance piece Austyn was 
envisioning, the rhinestone-covered basketball would trace his movements 
while reflecting and dispersing the gaze of multiple headlights. I managed 
to grab a coffee and, on a lark, we beat that night’s quarantine sunset to the 
punch. We later drove into a public parking structure in West Adams to 
check if it was freely accessible and unsupervised. Austyn’s idea was to stage 
a drive-in dance performance away from law enforcement and its law en-
feeblement wiles. As it turned out, the indefinitely empty parking structure  
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was still guarded by a person in a corner booth—another unnecessary meta-
phor for the futility of security. 

On April 3, Austyn and I drove to the Arts District of Downtown Los 
Angeles to look at another location he had been considering. The sunset 
this time was not accidental. Austyn had been thinking of having audience 
members drive up to the area and park right before dusk settled in.  He 
would direct the convoy of cars from the initial parking location to the 
performance site. We were aiming to walk the alleys just south of 7th Street 
on the lookout for a large open space with minimum street visibility. We 
agreed that police patrols were most likely to cruise along the main neigh-
borhood arteries. This kind of preemptive logic seemed a reliable antidote 
to the illogical behaviors a policeperson might engage in if they discovered a 
small fleet of vehicles with their headlights fixated on a moving Black body. 

As we were turning the corner of Wilson and Violet, we noticed the sign for 
“Panda Produce” above the door of what looked like a small office building. 
Austyn had just started telling me about the significance pandas held for him 
when we discovered the “Panda Produce” loading docks just down Violet  
Street—a square space that could easily fit twenty vehicles. We walked back 
to my car and drove down the alley that connects 7th Place with Violet, 
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then over to the loading dock. We parked and Austyn walked to the corner 
of Violet and Mateo. That was the only place we imagined a police patrol 
would pass through. On his way back Austyn gave me the thumbs up—we 
were in the blind spot. 

We still walked a couple of blocks around the area to make sure we did not 
miss an even better space for the performance. We found nothing, but were 
saluted by an eerie old show tune a PSA speaker played for us after an invisi-
ble security officer’s voice had assured us that they had seen us approaching a 
warehouse building. Back at the original site, we spent a half hour parking at 
different angles to test sightlines and mise en scène possibilities. In the serene  
afterglow we discovered that the car’s lights cut Austyn’s body into two, the 
bottom half much brighter against the red of his Adidas sweatpants. 

On April 14, Austyn and I drove back to the “Panda Produce” loading docks. 
He wanted to revisit the site before the performance. He was pensive behind 
his Phlemuns mask—a snatch of perfectly contoured fabric that patterned 
the lower half of his face in fluffy clouds against an unperturbable sky. We 
linked Austyn’s phone to the car stereo so he could play the soundtrack 
he intended to dance to. He walked fitfully ahead as I drove slowly, music  
blasting, the first vehicle in an imaginary convoy. As he led the way down 
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a service alley, a homeless man approached him and they walked together 
ahead of me. A bit later, after Austyn was done blocking out some ideas in the 
“Panda Produce” space, the man approached us again, offering to show us 
some graffiti work in the area. It turned out that he had authored the Nipsey 
Hussle mural we had been admiring earlier. After a quick walking tour, 
Austyn promised the man to be back with clothes and provisions for him.  

“STAY SANE” was performed at 7:30 pm on April 16 for a car-bound  
audience. Since public gatherings of any kind had been outlawed due to the 
global pandemic, the performance was illegal to stage or attend. The words 
“sane” and “sanitary” share a root—health. But while the first is associated 
with one’s mental state, the second refers to physical cleanliness. The title 
“STAY SANE” captures the crisp schizophrenia of our moment between 
the two poles of private mental health and public physical health. But why 
are these divided? Because the state apparatus dwells in the pocket between 
them. As Foucault reminds us in his Discipline and Punish, the policing 
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of bodies for the sake of “public health” emerged during the plague as an  
opportunity for the government to assume unprecedented power.2 If  
matters of mental import—be they cognitive, moral, or emotional—were 
taken as seriously by the state as our value-producing bodies, a quarantine 
would look like a system of heightened mutual support rather than a cold 
sanitation ordinance.

On April 16, 2020, a public space could witness nothing more daring, 
more poetic and more viscerally human than a Black man’s dancing body.  
Austyn’s performance defied not just a quarantine interdiction, but also 
the histories of surveillance, policing, and carceral violence that gave such  
interdictions teeth. The word “quarantine” etymologically refers to the forty 
days Jesus Christ fasted, the forty days a 1520’s English widow was allowed 
to remain in her deceased husband’s home, or the forty days a ship from a 
disease-stricken country was kept off the Venetian port in the 17th century.3 

On the fortieth day after Austyn performed “STAY SANE” in Los Angeles, 
in Minneapolis a Black man by the name of George Floyd was brutally  
murdered on camera by white police officer Derek Chauvin. Counting 
backwards, around the time Austyn danced his way down the back alley 
between 7th Place and Violet, Floyd’s girlfriend Courtney Ross had un-
wittingly commenced her last forty days of having her lover by her side. 
The burden of quarantine is always in the future tense, counting from the  
moment Jesus entered the desert, an English woman was widowed, or a 
freighter dropped anchor. But if one lived every moment on the edge of 
precarity, as Black people in the United States have always done, every next 
forty-day period is a potential quarantine. 

Early on in his “Toward a Monumental Black Body,” Black scholar TK 
Smith offers a confessional intimation:

I disassociate from my physical body often. I have come to con-
ceptualize my body as something I carry around, not as something 
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that carries me. I understand my body as an object that I use to 
navigate and interrupt space.4 

This is the same separation between the mental and the physical that  
governments sanction and exploit in their pursuit of “public health.” To 
sanitize is not to render sane but, on the contrary, to rend mind and body 
asunder. But who in the United States is more visible in their physicality 
and less visible in their humanity than a Black person?5 No wonder that 
Smith feels as if his body is both a living organism and a monument to its 
very act of living.6 

I cannot describe “STAY SANE” because I was not there. Words cannot 
describe it because they were not there either. Austyn wanted no publicity,  
no announcement and no documentation shared. The main and only event 
was a moving Black male body gracefully pushing against the danse macabre  
of American consumption. It took me three days to get Austyn on the 
phone after the performance. He sounded exhausted. He also sounded like 
a man together, united with himself in a fist of existential resolve. I keep 
forgetting to ask him why pandas were so important to him.
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1 Stanley Cavell. The World Viewed: Reflections on the Ontology of Film (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1979). Pp. 145–146. 
2 Michel Foucault. Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. Tr. Alan Sheridan (New York: 
Vintage Books, 1995). Pp. 197-199.
3 Online Etymology Dictionary. Accessed June 1, 2020. Url: https://www.etymonline.com/
word/quarantine
4 TK Smith. “Toward a Monumental Black Body.” Art Papers Vol. 43, No. 4. 2020. P. 42. 
5 This rhetorical question is superbly contextualized by philosopher Paul C. Taylor. See: Paul C. 
Taylor. Black is Beautiful: A Philosophy of Black Aesthetics (Hoboken: Wiley, 2016). Pp. 36-51.
6 Contemporary artist Arthur Jafa addresses the same feeling in his essay “My Black Death.” 
See Arthur Jafa. “My Black Death.” In On the Blackness of BLACKNUSS (Hudson: Publication 
Studio Hudson, 2015).
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Lizz Huerta
“The Wall” (in-progress story cycle, 2018-present)
“Mouths,” 
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Manuel Paul López
These Days of Candy 
Noemi Press, 2017.

Reviewed by Jeanine Onori Webb
 
 
Brujas, Tech Travelers, and Genre-Breaking: 
San Diego Speculative Counterepic         

In Modernity At Large, writing of the “Here and Now,” Arjun Appadurai 
posits “The imagina tion is today a staging ground for action, and not 
only for escape.”1 Appadurai frames his analysis in political economy, 
arguing that “transforming and extending Albert Hirschman’s important 
terms loyalty and exit, we may speak of diasporas of terror, and diasporas 
of despair.” Note that Hirschman, whose argument Appadurai transforms 
in the context of migration, uses these terms (loyalty and exit) to describe 
the ways in which the experience of immigration and emigration to the 
U.S. by oppressed groups has presented incredibly long-lasting impacts on 
American ideology (Hirschman: “The United States owes its very existence 
and growth to millions of decisions favoring exit”).2 Modifying Hirschman, 
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Appadurai sees a radical potential for action in displacement and the 
diaspora after trauma, a radical potential which I’d like to call the resilient 
imagination: “But in every case, these diasporas bring the force of the 
imagination, as both memory and desire, into the lives of many ordinary 
people...”3 Thinking through the echoes of the resilient imagination in 
border literatures, I argue that poetry, radical resistance and science fiction 
are connected in that each can be a space of empathetic imagination; that 
the forms of speculative thought inherent to each form can and do have 
radical potential. 

The three works of contemporary speculative literature that I will analyze 
here—all counterepic works by San Diego Chicanx/Latinx authors 
responding to the current climate—are Manuel Paul López’s poetry and 
hybrid-genre collection These Days of Candy (Noemi, 2017), Alfredo 
Aguilar’s post-apocalyptic speculative narrative epic poem What Happens 
on Earth (BOAAT, 2018), and Lizz Huerta’s in-progress near-future story 
cycle “The Wall” (2019). In my work on what I call counterepic, I argue 
that there is a long history of people writing modern and contemporary epic 
poems in response to ancient epics’ narratives of patriarchal and teleological 
narratives of statecraft. These contemporary counterepics confront systems 
of oppression. Engaging with technologies of resistance, and tapping into 
the resilient imagination with empathy, I argue—writing at a time when 
Trump is again threatening to close the border, and in which multiple 
protests strike against Otay Mesa Detention Center and others in San 
Diego—that these works by Aguilar, Huerta, and López imagine forms of 
resistance, resilience, recovery and at times, revolution, within diasporic and 
traumatic conditions. These counterepics embrace resilient imagination, 
whether these conditions are brought on post-collapse of infrastructures, of 
economic systems, of ecologies, or by the task of surviving and fighting back 
within Empire and within neo-fascist rule.
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In addition, I argue that Aguilar’s, Huerta’s, and López’s counterepic writing 
also breaks genre conventions, using hybrid forms which inhabit the zones 
between prose and poetry, between speculative fiction and poetry, between 
post-apocalyptic fiction, fantasy and science fiction; non-binary and liminal 
spaces which reflect our border region’s lived experience of liminal, contested 
and transformative spaces.  

The Empathetic Imagination
 
In order to understand how these three speculative counterepic works of 
cross-genre fiction and poetry by San Diego Chicanx writers reflect these 
liminal and contested border spaces, let’s review the connections between 
the three forms of speculative literature, poetry, and activism. In the 2019 
essay “The Word for Empathy is Sci-Fi,” Jamie Green claims “All science 
fiction is work of imagining. Empathetic imagining, though, is the real gift... 
Empathy begets openness, after all, which includes openness to hurt. But 
it begets more empathy, too—a rising tide.”4 I think that we can extend 
this claim of empathetic imagining not only to science fiction but also to 
poetry, another genre continually opening outward into numerous doors 
and windows; in fact, each of these genres, which intersect far more often 
than one might think, are uniquely positioned for this empathetic work.
 
In her indispensable genre-breaking book of scholarship and poetry, 
Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza, Gloria E.  Anzaldúa writes 
that to live in the borderlands means that you must develop a “mestiza 
consciousness”—a sense of being neither one nor the other, of moving 
between worlds and within a matrix of mixed cultures, living between 
contradictions. Using poetry as a tool for scholarship and for activism, 
Anzaldúa describes the borderlands as a liminal space which threatens 
violence, in which one lives “caught in the crossfire between camps,” and 
is “stopped by la migra at border checkpoints,” and then rests in an uneasy 
“truce,” in which you are simultaneously “at home” and “a stranger.” Her 
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feminism of the borderlands also includes an intersectional consciousness 
of trans-gression, trans-nationalism, and trans-gender ways of thinking. She 
describes the unique way that living in the environment of the borderlands, 
especially as a Chincanx, creates a need to be neither man nor woman, but a 
“new gender.” One of the sharpest ironies of living this way of border mestiza 
consciousness is that “in order to survive … you must live sin fronteras/ be 
a crossroads”5: to live in the borderlands, one must live without borders, 
and be an intersection. San Diego/Tijuana borderlands writers inhabit these 
contradictions, and the three counterepics of the borderlands I will describe 
not only “live” on in the crux of loyalty and exit and in the intersections of 
the necessities of multiple cultures, but also imagine new fluid ways, sin 
fronteras, to survive, to revolt. 

“it’s so beautiful when we can suddenly look up and survive”/
“TRUCHA PORQUE NO HAY TIEMPO” 

Manuel Paul López’s poetry collection These Days of Candy and the 
long counterepic eponymous poem of the same collection break genre 
conventions in several ways. López uses a mashed-up hybrid-genre blend of 
visual poetry, screenplay, and mixtape forms to examine things like identity, 
artistic process, survival in a repressive era, love, music, and critique of 
late capitalism. The hero and heroine of this poem are two luciérnagas, 
or fireflies, named Elias the Doom Boy and Mouse Pad Becky. These two 
fireflies, traveling from their podunk town of Hard Bent Tube Sock (or is 
it a literal sock? in poetry we’re not sure), go on an epic Borgesian quest to 
find first an old man named Don Felipe and then to seek the guidance of a 
tech traveler named Mr. Signal, who is rumored to have the ability to stop 
time and to hold the secrets of Jorge Luis Borges’s Aleph in a portal in his 
basement. It’s a madcap journey of humor and earnestness, a journey for 
various forms of knowledge.

Let’s return to the Appadurai text I quoted earlier for a minute. He goes on 
to note mass media’s potential for local repertoires of resistance:
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 There is growing evidence that the consumption of the mass  
 media throughout the world often provokes resistance, irony,  
 selectivity, and, in general, agency ... T-shirts, billboards, and  
 graffiti as well as rap music, street dancing, and slum hous ing all  
 show that the images of the media are quickly moved into local  
 repertoires of irony, anger, humor, and resistance.6

López’s fractured epic poem blends elements of social media pastiche, mass 
media and memes (hashtags, superhero merchandise, and the language of 
online news posts) with earnest philosophizing by a large cast of characters, 
which includes, besides the two fireflies, and Don Felipe and Mr. Signal, an 
artistic character named Gronk, Sawfish 1 and 2, Radio Mind, the ripraps, 
Mama Flesh and Bone, and others. These many characters navigate the 
borderlands and their “local repertoires” of multiple cultural spaces with 
irony, anger, humor, and resistance. A new soundtrack emerges, one that is 
dialogic, multitudinous, cracklingly musical.
 
The entire long poem is structured cinematically around the mixtape form, 
and songs such as David Bowie’s “Lady Stardust” (which plays from an 
ancient cassette when Elias the luciérnaga enters the basement rumored to 
hold the Aleph at the end) play key roles in the poem’s ludic cinematics, as 
do visual poems in the form of calligrammes. Just one of these moments: 
“I don’t understand” says the firefly Elias the Doom Boy, or ETDB for 
short. “Because we’re an ineffable architecture of love!” responds his friend 
and fellow firefly Mouse Pad Becky, and balloon-shaped visual calligrammes 
made up of the repeated word VISION rise on the verso page.7 
 
The balance of surreal absurdism throughout the poem with earnestness 
(another talent that recalls things Borgesian) makes all these collisions of 
characters and viewpoints more than just passing fancies of language or 
candyfloss flashes of color. Surely, López delights in riddles: palindromes, 
like “Alli trota la tortilla” and “puzzle pieces,” and finding meanings in 
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drifting radio sounds. By making the “hero” of “These Days of Candy” 
a luciérnaga/firefly, the author draws our attention to one little light’s 
journey and effect on others. Hence the unlikely “hero” in this surreal epic 
is quite small. His path is one of the artist trying to find his way through 
the borderlands, trying to understand his art, but it is also a collective 
journey of friendship, as this firefly is just one among many. Confused by 
the visionary quest and the guides who offer him advice on his journey he 
also confronts the limits and power of his talents for illumination. There are 
also elements of the underworld journeys of epic inversion: on his quest to 
find Mr. Signal, Elias the luciérnaga must ascend a mountain to its summit, 
at the top of which is a Winchell’s donut stand; then he must descend into 
the basement, an overwhelming smell of dough and sugar surrounding him, 
and tell Mr. Signal he is ready to see the Aleph, which as in the Borges story 
is a sign containing all knowledge, a vision of everything, knowing he “may 
never return.” In the basement he finds a tape deck, and a copy of “Lady 
Stardust,” which he inserts into the tape deck. A portal seems to open, a 
portal of glowing light, which he disappears into, merges with, and the 
door closes, leaving only a flickering bulb in the basement. In the final scene 
of his epic journey, we see him reunited with Mouse Pad Becky, his firefly 
friend, and perhaps his parents. Has he passed into an afterlife, a death, 
or a birth to a new form of knowledge and awareness of life? The poem is 
ambiguous, the end sad yet joyful in its surreal goodbye.
 
The poem references not only visionary, surreal epic journeys through 
language such as are found in Borges’s stories like “The Aleph”8 but also 
Classical Western epics like The Odyssey and Dante’s Divine Comedy. The 
chorus of Moaning Malevolents recall the Sirens or the shades of the 
underworld, and he must pass through the Lost River which “no matter 
how thirsty you are...you cannot drink from”9 which recalls Lethe, the river 
of forgetfulness in the Greek underworld and likewise in Dante’s Inferno, 
which to drink from extinguishes memory. 
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In addition, there are references in These Days of Candy to Mexican and 
Chicanx folklore of The Day of the Dead, in which sweets such as sugar 
skulls are an element celebrating death as a transition of life, and honoring 
family members and ancestors. The journey of fireflies recalls the migration 
of monarch butterflies, who in Mexican and Chicanx folklore represent 
the souls of those who have passed, and which return every year to the 
forests of the mountains in fall to overwinter. In addition, the image of the 
monarch butterfly has been adopted as a symbol of the beauty of migration, 
of diaspora, of people traveling under very difficult conditions looking 
for a better life, for solace, of people living in the metamorphoses of the 
borderlands. There are also echoes of this in the journey of the luciérnagas. 
The Winchell’s Donut stand, with its overpowering smell of sugar and 
donuts, might recall the sweet smells of pan de muerto, or bread of the 
dead. The figure of Don Felipe is a kind of guide on Elias the Firefly’s 
journey, as Vergil for Dante in the Inferno and Purgatorio, and Mouse Pad 
Becky perhaps a kind of Beatrice with which he is reunited in Paradise, and 
perhaps also reunited with in the more mundane world. Don Felipe points 
the way for Elias the firefly, with a vision of continuous time: “You know 
the directions to both entrance and exit. In the end, they are synonymous, 
they are just the same.”10 
 
As in Alice Notley’s counterepics, López’s poem “These Days of Candy” 
contains a radical reimagination of time and memory and an underworld 
journey, connecting this to a collective heroism. “TRUCHA PORQUE 
NO HAY TIEMPO” proclaims Gronk, the character of the artist: watch 
out because there’s no time—a partial translation and likely inversion of 
Eliot’s “HURRY UP PLEASE IT’S TIME” in Eliot’s epic “The Waste 
Land.” “Trucha” is Spanish slang for “look out” or “stay alert”: what you 
say to your comrades when you’re looking out for them, and so the tone of 
this part of the poem blends both a friendly regard and a ponderousness, 
as Gronk speaks also of the portability of memory, and the brevity of the 
journeys of life, like a hummingbird that flies through the studio:
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 TRUCHA PORQUE NO HAY TIEMPO

 TAKE YOUR MEMORY WITH YOU. YOU OWN
 MEMORY BY TAKING IT INSIDE YOU AT A PAR-
 TICULAR MOMENT IN TIME

 If in fine fettle, write.

 IT RAINS IN HARD BENT TUBE SOCK.

 IT'S KIND OF LIKE OUR JOURNEYS, THOSE WE 
 TAKE IN LOFE, THE DIFFERENT THINGS THAT 
 WE BUMP INTO, OR HUMMINGBIRDS FLYING
 AROUND IN THE STUDIO.

 BEAUTY TO ME IS WHEN YOU SHOW SOME-
 THING TO SOMEONE THAT THEY'VE NEVER
 SEEN BEFORE.

from These Days of Candy 

The character of Gronk also recalls the radical Southern California history 
of the East LA art collective Asco, active from 1972 to 1987 (all of its 
members are still active artists) and its real-life member Gronk. The muralist 
collective’s aesthetics blend elements of Chicanx heritage with punk, glam 
and provocation. Asco also embraced “an aesthetics of poverty,” as Gronk 
called it. The collective’s working-class and poor members included the 
multimedia artists and painters Gronk, Patssi Valdez, Harry Gamboa Jr., 
and Willie Herrón, a painter and also the founder of the punk band Los 
Illegals. The art that the four engaged in was charged with the barrio, with 
a punk, performative edge, merging art and politics, and often spilled over 
into forms of direct action: spray-painting LACMA on film, blockades on 
streets and “walking murals” highlighting racialized violence, public anti-
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Vietnam War actions, films which highlight structural inequalities in the 
art establishment.
 
So, when the character Gronk speaks of the “The hummingbirds flying 
around in the studio,” he recalls these gestures of transience and upwellings 
in art, in writing, and in politics. In the end, López’s counterepic summons 
the long radical visionary and provocative history of Southern California 
Chicanx artists. The poem also highlights a contradictory vision, of beauty 
in the unknown, of the memories which are owned by carrying them in a 
state of movement, of migration. A vision of both brevity and endurance, 
of the beginning of sight and the end of sight, as the firefly Elias disappears 
into the door of light and is reunited with his fellow firefly friend, Mouse 
Pad Becky. We are left with a transformative vision of reimagined time, of 
reuniting with those we have lost, of seeing things anew in the borderlands 
crossroads amid contradictions. As in Bowie’s “Lady Stardust,” the song 
goes on forever. The band is back together. And he was out of sight.

“it was the end of the world and i needed a haircut.”

This wonderful line is from Alfredo Aguilar’s stunning 2018 debut book 
What Happens on Earth. Aguilar’s book is also a kind of counterepic. The 
speculative near-future narrative of the poem focuses on the inception 
of an apocalyptic series of events (climate change disasters, economic 
collapse, increasing political repression), a revolt, and then the aftermath. If 
counterepic writers are always in some sense “writing against” a prevailing 
mythos of teleology, What Happens on Earth is writing against a vision of 
the world which refuses to acknowledge urgently the shifts which need to be 
made in our world as massive structural problems, such as climate change, 
mass migrations, and political repression, loom across the globe. 
 
In her book Imagining the Future of Climate Change: World-Making Through 
Science Fiction and Activism, Shelley Streeby describes post-2000 speculative 
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texts of “Cli-Fi” (or climate change science fiction and speculative fiction) 
as texts that 

 ...illuminate obstacles to nation-states solving climate change  
 problems, point to direct action as a crucial method, and imagine  
 other possible worlds, rather than hoping that nation-states  
 or captains of industry will save the day. This tension between  
 broad understandings of climate justice as inseparable from  
 decolonization, the redistribution of wealth, and the  
 decentralization of power, insisted upon by movements led by  
 Indigenous people and people of color, on the one hand, and  
 narrower frameworks for imagining the future of climate change  
 shaped by international bodies dependent on nation-states in  
 thrall to the global fossil fuel economy, on the other, is one of the  
 biggest obstacles we face in shaping the climate change disaster  
 that both lies ahead of us and is happening right now.11 

 

This tension that Streeby notes is of great concern to each of these writers 
of the San Diego/border area, in terms of resilient imagination, decolonial 
solutions to climate justice problems, and decentralization of power. 
Aguilar’s counterepic is poetry, so perhaps “Cli-Po” would be a better name 
for poems in this emergent speculative or science fiction genre.
Aguilar’s work is full of the poignant juxtaposition of the everyday with 
lyricism describing situations on the brink, on the edge of ecological 
collapse and regime changes. When the poem’s speaker goes for his haircut, 
he encounters telenovelas at the barbershop. Parts Four and Five of the 
counterepic poem contain more Cli-Po: climate change speculative poems. 
In Part Four, his speaker recounts disappearing glaciers—“we cannot 
imagine a sky without gaping punctures”12 and imagines “glaciers melting 
[and fossil] fishes given back their ancient scales.” Part 5 is an erasure poem 
of Obama’s speech at the 2015 UN Climate Change Conference in Paris: 
“the sea is faster/than our efforts/submerged.”13 
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Like the glaciers of the poem’s previous segments, language is “growing 
smaller every year.” Part 9 centers on censorship, referencing Orwell and 
Ray Bradbury: “thought is a crime”; “the state deemed which books were 
contraband,/then incinerated them.” In this fascist state, the only books left 
are the Bible and “the history of our glorious nation.” However, a smuggling 
trade of resistance arises: 

 soldiers came for the artist in my building./when they knocked  
 on her door, she threw/all her papers out the window—a hundred  
 thin/surrenders. she disappeared with them. i stitched letters/ 
 under the lining of my coat. i climbed over/the wall. i smuggled  
 entire poems out of the country.14

Meanwhile fresh water is contested and skirmishes spark over wells. Aguilar’s 
speaker at times glories in the revolution that ensues, and its seemingly brief 
but electric period of equality. “we tore down the bronze statue of a tyrant” a 
poem’s speaker recalls. With longing for the electricity of that period and its 
liberation, he says, “it’s true, we said, once we had masters—”15 Other times 
What Happens on Earth casts a weary eye on the endgame of the revolt, 
which turns out to have instituted yet another “new regime” of repression. 
This is not how Aguilar’s book ends, but let’s go now from these moments 
of collapse and climbing over walls, to the final genre-breaking work of 
resilient imagination I want to examine. 

“A certain magic of blood”/”Cartilage, beginnings, songs.” 

Lizz Huerta’s poetic science fiction story cycle “The Wall” extrapolates 
into the future of a completed border wall. The tunnels once created by 
cartels become, even more than previously, a means to smuggle people and 
supplies:
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 When the wall went up, it was said it was to keep people out  
 Ridiculous, considering the vast network of tunnels the cartels had  
 burrowed under  the political border with the earth diligence of  
 dwarves. The propaganda. Wall to keep the empire safe: strrrrrong  
 empire, empire with mightiest military in the world, empire made  
 of blood and theft, human and land. Before the wall was even  
 finished the empire began to strip rights, silence certain people,  
 keep others sparking in their skins of distrust. But most of the  
 inhabitants paid attention to other things, shiny things, scandals.  
 It would pass, hadn’t it always? White folks had short memories.16 

However, the Wall lasts, and spawns food crises, and chemical warfare, yet 
a complex network of resistances also emerges, including guerilla fighters 
against ICE troops, those who facilitate crossings, and healers. The story's 
narrator, Ivette, describes herself as part of a "sisterhood of equality," made 
up of "gifted brujas," or witches.17 She combines "western" medical training 
with the traditional and indigenous knowledge taught by her Mamita and 
the collectivizing of the other women. The basis of their practice as brujas 
is resilience; planning for times of scarcity for survival, they also embrace a 
measure of strangeness:

 We supply the markets with plant medicine we cultivate and  
 gather from the land in seasons of abundance, specializing in  
 those that thrive in seasons of scarcity ... I live there with a crew  
 of the strangest and strongest among the brujas from the North  
 and a water witch from Gullah territory. She came as a trader and  
 decided to stay. Her people moved in and took over what used to  
 be the Southern United States.18

In addition, to echo Appadurai's claim, in diasporic conditions such as 
these memory and desire are confronted by the force of the imagination. In 
a remarkable passage, the narrator Ivette in "The Wall" muses on something 
akin to epigenetics' relation to inherited trauma, and a resilient response 
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that includes the "gifts" and "teachings" conferred on the survivors of the 
collapse:

 We arrived at the point in humanity when we were born because  
 the ancestors of these bodies did some fucked up shit. All of us are  
 the descendants of darkness. Humanity, this hard training ground,  
 has been used to teach us the boundaries of what we can endure,  
 and it has given us a sound for laughter. Time allows us certain  
 gifts unavailable elsewhere: we can cook and grow things, bleed  
 and heal. Age. Create and die.19 

"The Wall" is the title story of a collection of intertwined stories on the 
theme of resistance to colonial past and present, wherein, according to 
its author, "Latinx people come into powers their ancestors hid in their 
blood during conquest. The collection features working-class protagonists, 
usually in the border region, who are on the precipice of their power."20 

Another post-wall story by Huerta from the same cycle, "Mouths," is set 
in El Oasis, a seaside waystation in which a few healers and hustlers eke 
out a living. Like López, Huerta references the mixtape in connection with 
survival: "Times were strange, and those that survived the collapse had a 
jarring mixtape of skills." This also recalls Anzaldúa's description of living 
in the borderlands as living without borders, as a crossroads, an intersection. 
In the post-apocalypse of Huerta's "Mouths," practical working-class skills 
and trades, some previously maligned or undervalued, have become valued 
on a whole new level, reversing previous class structures: "Plumbers were 
holy men...sex workers commanded respect and were offered it gladly."21

Huerta also extrapolates the current border-region phenomenon of crossing 
to Mexico from the U.S. for affordable, quality dental care, speculating 
that post-collapse this trade would continue, incorporating indigenous 
healing technology, vulture culture and improvised know-how. The two 
main characters, El Buitre, or the Vulture, and Fai, another bruja and healer 
figure who has a knack for producing tinctures and adaptogenic teas, are 
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exemplary of this. El Buitre repairs Fai's mouth when she knocks out teeth 
in an injury while fishing. He tries many different fishes' bones to shape the 
replacement teeth before finally making a successful transplant by rooting 
or grafting reshaped whale bone into her body with sea lion placenta that 
Fai sources herself.  Of course he finds himself falling in love with her; Fai in 
her resilient imagination, surpassing him, sees potential for life everywhere, 
even amid the waters rising as the result of climate changes: "‘There are 
more bones in the sea than you could imagine,' Fai told him, 'Cartilage, 
beginnings, songs’ ... Fai thought to herself ...Life kept going, no matter the 
destruction."22 
 
Huerta's story cycle also extrapolates current conditions of economic 
inequality and inequalities in access to health care and dental care in the 
U.S. and California in particular. Currently, "78% of U.S. workers," (even 
many academics!) "live paycheck to paycheck.23 According to a 2017 study 
by the California Health Care Foundation, "In California, 39 percent 
of the population has no dental coverage; 13 percent is without health 
insurance."24 In addition, according the California Health Care Foundation 
(2019), approximately 13 million, or one third of Californians, currently 
receive Medi-Cal, in low household incomes of $17,500 or less per year 
(single person household) or $25,000 per year (family of four household).25 

Huerta's speculation imagines innovations and healing practices following 
the collapse of unsustainable medical structures and the development of 
forms of survival during diasporic conditions. 

Folklorist Kay Turner, in her 2018 talk on "The Witch In Flight" and 
figures of the witch or bruja in worldwide folklore with special attention 
to key originary tales of the bruja in Mexico, notes, "Witches revel in their 
contrary aspirations... Unnatural and abnormal, she dwells on the other 
side of the binary slash; also anomalous, ambivalent, liminal, magical, and 
shapeshifting. Sitting at the crossroads on a throne of decaying garbage 
she makes a claim for life beyond dualistic restrictions. Witches bitch the 
binary."26 Huerta's bruja figures are figures of resilience and resistance, 
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embracing deep decolonized forms of knowledge, collectivity, and 
discovering their own powers in a post-apocalypse, powers that go beyond 
conventional patriarchal and state structures and border restrictions, liminal 
powers that straddle boundaries.
 
Two of the three writers uses the mixtape as a metaphor— Huerta to 
describe the ragtag spirit of the skills of survival, López as filmic soundtrack 
for a vision quest of his luciérnaga, the artist figure on a quest through 
the Borgesian labyrinths of cultural and digital meaning and the mind 
itself as a kind of radio. And Aguilar's counterepic is punctuated by other 
sonic echoes, of post-apocalyptic radio announcements and barbershop 
telenovelas and harpstrings (in a kind of invocation of the first part of the 
poem, referencing the ancient epic tradition, like the plectrum of Calliope). 
 
But as we think toward the future of these sonic echoes, in the mixtapes 
of López's, Huerta's and Aguilar's speculative poetics, and think about 
contrasting frameworks for climate change justice and imagining possible 
worlds, let's return to the last poem of Alfredo Aguilar's What Happens on Earth:

 Lightyears From Now

 past spheres that are nothing but ice or vapor, 
 we will find a home that harbors the small life 
 of bacteria & plants. nothing else will be there. having spent
 our lives inside a spacecraft, we will be unable to hold
 our wonder at the clear bodies of water, the vegetation, 
 the large cold sun. the children will hold up a plant & ask
 what is this called? everything on that world will lack a name. 
 will will have old images that resemble life there. we will christen 
 everything after a previous life—give ghosts a new skin
 to grow into far away, the violence that happened on 
 the old planet will stay there. no one will have died 
 here yet & no blood will be spilt. children will point 
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 to the night sky, ask did we come from there? & stars will reflect
 the distance we put between ourselves & our burning.27   

In this poem there is a vital tension and double meaning of the end line—
"the distance we put between ourselves & our burning"—which can be 
read in at least two ways, heightened by the line break on "reflect" and the 
lack of other punctuation in the final line. The first of these readings of the 
line has the meaning "reflect the distance we put between ourselves and also 
reflect our burning," recalling the memories of lost and grieved past and the 
distance we created between ourselves. However, this line can also be read 
as "and stars will reflect the distance that we have put between ourselves 
and our burning," which contains within it a sense of migration beyond the 
apocalyptic violence of the past. There is hope for resilient imagination, but 
only if we choose, in the present, to see what is before us, if we prevent this 
possible future of a lost planet, and a lost world—if we resist here and now. 

1 Appadurai, Arjun. Modernity At Large, University of Minnesota Press, 1996, p. 7
2 Ibid, p. 272
3 Hirschman, quoted in Cathryn Costello and Mark Freedland, Migrants at Work: Immigration 
and Vulnerability in Labour Law, Oxford: Oxford University Press,  2014, DOI: 10.1093/acp
rof:oso/9780198714101.003.0016
4 Green, Jamie. "The Word for Empathy is Sci-Fi," Unbound Worlds, 2019. Digital.
5 Gloria E. Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza. San Francisco: aunt lute 
books, 1987, p. 194.
6 Appadurai, Arjun, Modernity At Large, p. 7
7 López, Manuel Paul. These Days of Candy.  Noemi Press, 2017, p.50-52.
8 Borges, Jorge Luis. Labyrinths: selected stories & other writings. New Directions, 1964.
9 López, Manuel Paul. These Days of Candy.  Noemi Press, 2017, p. 76.
10 Ibid.
11 Streeby, Shelley. Imagining the Future of Climate Change: World-Making through Science 
Fiction and Activism. University of California Press, 2018, p. 105.
12 Aguilar, Alfredo. What Happens on Earth. BOAAT Press, 2018, p. 5
13 Ibid, p. 6.
14 Ibid, p. 10.
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20 Text interview by Jeanine Webb, with Lizz Huerta, March 2019. Used by permission of author.
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23 Martin, Emma. Paul Light, Professor of Public Service at New York University, quoted 
in "The government shutdown spotlights a bigger issue: 78% of US workers live paycheck 
to paycheck." CNBC, January 9th, 2019. https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/09/shutdown-
highlights-that-4-in-5-us-workers-live-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
24 California Healthcare Foundation Study, 2017. "Dental Insurance In California: Scope, 
Structure, and Availability."
25 California Healthcare Foundation publication, "2019 Edition: Medi-Cal Facts and Figures," 
February 25, 2019. https://www.chcf.org/publication/2019-medi-cal-facts-figures-crucial-coverage/
26 Turner, Kay. "The Witch In Flight." Keynote Speech at the Annual Meeting of the American 
Folklore Society, 2017. My transcription.
27 Aguilar, Alfredo. What Happens on Earth. BOAAT Press, 2018, p. 17.
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Juliana Spahr
Du Bois’s Telegram: Literary Resistance and State Containment
Harvard University Press, 2018.

Reviewed by Sarah Brouillette

For some number of years now I have been tracking Bob Sillerman, the 
American businessman, media entrepreneur, and philanthropist. In 1989 
Sillerman formed Capstar Communications. A considerable force of 
media monopoly in the US at the time, its activities motivated the Tele-
communications Act of 1996, which made what the company was doing  
legally acceptable. Capstar later merged with Command Communications, 
another radio group Sillerman founded, ultimately changing its name to 
SFX Broadcasting. SFX bought up enough stations to become the nation’s  
seventh largest chain. In 1998, SFX Broadcasting sold its 71 radio  
stations for $2.1 billion. In the sale, SFX kept two small concert promoters,  
and renamed the company  SFX Entertainment. SFX Entertainment  
became the world’s largest producer, promoter and presenter of live  
entertainment, from music to theater to sports. In 2000 Sillerman sold the 
company to Clear Channel for $4.4 billion.
 
Leading another media company called CKX, Inc., which is now the CORE 
Media Group, Sillerman bought majority rights to  Graceland, the  Elvis  
Presley estate, as well as the assets of Simon Fuller’s company, 19 Entertain-
ment, which include the TV hit “American Idol,” and client management 
rights to David Beckham. In 2011, Apollo Management purchased CKX 
for $512 million. Also in 2011, Sillerman acquired control of Gateway  
Industries, Inc. The transaction renamed the company to Function (X), 
Inc. and changed its listing on the stock exchange to FNCX (it is easy to  
remember as Fucking CX). The first product the company produced is 
called Viggle, released in 2012, which uses a mobile app as its primary  
interface. Viggle registers the television show you are watching and rewards 
your loyalty to your chosen programming. You can earn gift cards and free 
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gum. The app will also display the social media activity for other shows at the 
same time, along with what rewards are available for changing the channel  
to competing programs.
 
Sillerman restarted  SFX Entertainment  in 2012, focusing on  electronic 
dance music, including the acquisition of Beatport for about $50 million. 
In 2013 SFX acquired a slew of electronic music festival promoters. In  
October of that year, the company made an initial public offering of $13 
per share. DJ Afrojack attended the launch and helped ring the opening bell 
of the NASDAQ exchange. Though the company more recently went into 
bankruptcy, this hardly counts as a problem these days. Just another route 
to restructuring and resurgence.
  
Sillerman is much more than just a media mogul. In 1993 he became 
Chancellor of the  Southampton College  of  Long Island University. He 
took the job on two conditions. First, that the college focus only on its 
strengths: marine science and creative writing. And second, that he be  
allowed to handle publicity. In that spirit, he named Kermit the Frog as 
the 1996 commencement speaker: 31 newspapers picked up the story, a 
free marketing bonanza that raised the college’s profile and drew hundreds 
of new admissions. Informants who were around at the time report seeing 
posters advertising a talk by “Artist & Activist” Alec Baldwin. Sillerman was 
chancellor there for thirteen years. Like SFX Entertainment, the college 
eventually nosedived. It ended up shutting down completely before being 
incorporated into Stony Brook as Stony Brook Southampton.  

Sillerman is also, lastly, a notable philanthropist. In 2000, he donated 
$15 million to Southampton College to extend the library and for marine  
science scholarships. In 2008 he donated $10 million to start The Sillerman 
Center for the Advancement of Philanthropy at Brandeis University. He 
is also a donor and fundraiser for the Democratic Party. His charitable  
contributions are funnelled through The Tomorrow Foundation, which he 
and his wife founded for this purpose. 
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The Tomorrow Foundation is also the only major financial backer of the 
African Poetry Book Fund. Partnering with the journal Prairie Schooner and 
the University of Nebraska Press, the African Poetry Book Fund promotes 
and advances the development and publication of the poetic arts of Africa. It 
has book series, contests, workshops, and seminars, and collaborations with 
publishers, festivals, booking agents, colleges, universities, and conferences.  
Head of the board for the African Poetry Book Fund, and editor in chief 
of Prairie Schooner, is Kwame Dawes, whose website says he is often called 
the “busiest man in literature.” And no wonder. He is a university professor, 
multiple board member, editor involved with several prominent journals 
and presses, and even works as a literary consultant, reading prospective 
authors’ manuscripts on a set fee schedule.

In DuBois’s Telegram, Juliana Spahr provides us with a way to understand 
Bob Sillerman’s backing of poetry, and Dawes’ heavy workload, in historical 
perspective. It is about how the US government has, with help from private- 
sector partners, worked to incorporate literary creativity into its nation 
building and global hegemonic projects. Spahr begins with Gertrude Stein, 
which may seem an odd choice for a study focused largely on the post-1945 
period. But it ends up working well. Spahr discusses Stein’s avantgarde style 
as a rejection of national belonging and as a way of registering the disrup-
tions wrought by colonial modernity. Stein was able to recognize at the 
level of language what the incorporating force of colonial violence was, in 
fact–the upheavals, the being forcibly propelled into the dramatically new, 
the everything solid melting into air. The additional point to Spahr’s study 
of Stein is, then, how her work too (or, even work like hers) could be incor-
porated into government initiatives. Her play Four Saints in Three Acts was 
staged as part of the cultural Cold War, produced in Europe by the Congress  
for Cultural Freedom. Avantgarde modernism became a sign of US demo-
cratic embrace of free creative expression and artistic experimentation. 
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Spahr’s approach to CIA literature funding via the Congress for Cultural 
Freedom (CCF) is highly compelling. At around the same time that the FBI 
and private US foundations were working to stifle US-based revolutionary  
movement literatures, the CCF was fighting the global Cold War via the 
production and spread of literature that supported a regime of liberal  
capitalism with the US at the helm. Spahr notes the strange importance 
that the CIA attached, for example, to the making of a particular form 
of English-language African literature. So Black Orpheus was started by 
Ulli Beier in 1957 with Congress for Cultural Freedom funds. Beier also 
started the influential Mbari Artists and Writers Club in 1961, again with 
CCF funds. Rajat Neogy started Transition in 1961, receiving CCF money. 
The CCF backed a now famous conference of English-language African  
writers at Makerere University in 1962–an event that scholars have claimed  
“created” this emerging literature. 

When the CCF’s ties to the CIA were outed and attacked, it was renamed 
the International Association for Cultural Freedom, which carried on with 
funding from the Ford Foundation. (As it happens, the Ford Foundation 
remains one of the more active private foundations involved in African  
literary production today, backing the influential Kwani Trust network 
collective among other endeavors.) To her credit, Spahr does not get too 
caught up in the debates about the extent to which different editors knew 
about the money coming from the CIA and other problematic sources. Her 
emphasis rather is on the understudied impact of this whole state and foun-
dation infrastructure on the formation of US and African literary horizons 
and canons. Writers who were involved had their voices amplified–they got 
access to international markets, opportunities for publication, translation, 
foreign rights, and so on.

What DuBois’s Telegram implies in turn is that the situation for contem-
porary poetry today is not that dissimilar from the CCF moment. Part of 
this is because of the deliberate activity of government agencies engaging  
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in what Spahr describes as “militancy-quelling projects.” US state- 
sponsored multiculturalism basically triumphed. It has been helped along 
by writers like Daniel AlarcÓn, Junot Diaz, and Gary Shteyngart who  
appear to be quite willing to appear in State Department propaganda like  
the pamphlet on “Multicultural Literature in the United States Today,” 
which was prepared for embassy distribution. They will appear abroad un-
der US-state banners. They will read at the White House. 

It surprised me to learn that, cost-cutting anti-deficit rhetoric be damned, 
George Bush Jr. raised the budget for the National Endowment for the Arts 
(NEA). He appointed Dana Gioia as NEA chairperson—a former General 
Foods Vice President who claims to have thwarted convention (oh, poets  
are such rulebreakers!) by going to business school to become a poet. 
Gioia is one node in a huge matrix that unites state-based institutions with  
private foundations, fostering a roster of starred figures producing deeply  
accommodationist literature in the form of folksy populism. Within 
this matrix, copacetic projects are ones like the community-building Big 
Read one-community-one-book programs and Operation Homecoming, 
which facilitates war veterans’ creative expression. Meanwhile the Poetry  
Foundation was established in 2003 with an endowment from Ruth Lilly 
of nearly $200 million. It partnered with the NEA and Boeing on the Big 
Read; the NEA has partnered with the Department of Defense in creative 
arts therapy. One could go on and on. Spahr provides so many details. 
Darren Walker is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. Henry 
Bienen, current president of the Poetry Foundation, has been a consultant  
to the State Department, the National Security Council, the Agency 
for International Development, the CIA, and the World Bank. Private  
foundations, state-based agencies, and government arts programs with their 
hands in poetry are all deeply intertwined. 

By now, then, most of the ties between literature and resistance movements 
are badly frayed at best. “Literature has been sequestered into irrelevance” 
(184), Spahr argues. The FBI and CIA are not watching very many literary 
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writers very carefully. Literature’s readership is aging. Most younger people 
are not at risk of succumbing to its pleasures; debt and precarity seem to not 
go well with immersion into traditional literary culture.

None of this is to say that there are no modes of literary creativity that are 
less accommodating of the national narrative. Spahr’s study of the sizable 
body of English writing that began, increasingly after the late 1980s, to  
include within itself “languages in addition to English,” is especially com-
pelling in this respect. This is work that mixes other languages into itself 
in order to point out the dominating, incorporating, colonizing force of 
English. It treats English not as a desirable literacy but as an imposition, a 
wound, a tragedy—its aim is thus “to write a critique of English language 
expansionism within English.” It rejects the national narrative of incorpora-
tion into the multicultural fabric, providing means for writers to separate  
themselves “from the language conventions of the state.” Focusing on 
Hawai’i, Spahr argues that after the 1990s Hawaiian was included in more 
and more English texts—texts published by English-language presses and 
accompanied by English press materials and packaging. To be sure, English  
remains even in these instances the dominant language of composition 
and circulation; it is just that writers signal that as a problem, in an effort 
to “counter the restrictions that colonial states impose on local language.” 
But what happens to this literature? What role does it play in supporting  
revolutionary struggle? Not much, Spahr argues, and this is because of the 
structural conditions in which it is produced. Its small audience is reached 
often through university publishers or small presses. Spahr writes that “it is 
not just that this literature is not incubated within and for political move-
ments as literature; it is not seen by resistance movements as meaningful to 
their goals.” What hope of competing for attention given the supports pro-
vided to literature that fall more easily in line with the national dominant, 
state-sponsored multicultural literature with its “complicit nationalism”?

At her study’s close, Spahr turns to the many non-profit literary institutions  
that started to operate around the turn of the twenty-first century in the 
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US—organizations like the Asian American Writers Workshop or Cave  
Canem. Their goals are often described as remedying the literary  
field’s troubling sedimented whiteness. The terms they use, of under- 
representation and exclusion, are quite different from the political  
movement literatures of the 60s and 70s. They emphasize professional 
growth, personal development, career building. They highlight honors and 
distinctions, prizes, accolades, prestige publications. They are often situated  
within university English departments—directors and instructors at work-
shops are often English faculty. Academic jobs are sought and boasted 
about. They advocate for gradual change through broadening inclusion, 
rather than the overturning or abolition of existing institutions.

Evan Kindley has recently offered an additional vantage on this phenom-
enon. He argues that after WWII writers who had relied on “wealthy 
benefactors” had to find “new protectors from the depredations of the 
free market.” What stepped in were private foundations, universities, and  
government organizations. Most poets couldn’t find a market footing as 
readily as novelists. They were at ease in university English departments 
because, like research professors, they couldn’t sell their writing to the “free 
market” even if they wanted to. Kindley writes that this situation has “made 
it harder to conceive of an autonomous poetic culture that exists apart from 
the architectonic supports of bureaucratic institutions.” We might add to this 
that universities and government organizations have in a stagnant economy  
become themselves more reliant on private foundations and just direct 
private-sector involvement in order to operate. They are themselves more 
often explicitly market-facing.

And what still makes a claim, in these tough times, to the label of truly 
public or civic culture? Well, poetry! Rather than conceiving it as the last 
remaining glimpse of an autonomous aesthetic against commercial culture, 
Spahr’s work, I think, helps us to grasp it as one of the “humanist fixes” 
against private wealth, to use Leigh Claire La Berge’s suggestive phrase.  
Sillerman’s The Tomorrow Foundation needs charitable causes to donate 
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to, things that cannot fund themselves, things like poetry, or the Sillermans 
won’t be able to write off a portion of their earnings as untaxable. I will 
avoid speculating about the psychic suture that support for non-lucrative 
arts might perform for the guy who played a major role in further trans-
forming the mainstream media industry into monopolies and homogenous 
formats.

Not for nothing, during Sillerman’s time as chancellor at Southampton 
College, in many service areas, such as food and custodial, the university 
replaced its unionized workforce. He brought in the familiar intensification 
of the bottom-line-oriented service economy, built on declining wages and 
benefits, and decreasing workplace autonomy. Most of the affected work-
force were black or Latino people who already faced the worst living and 
working conditions in the Hamptons. Union busting under Sillerman’s 
orders just made the already bad even worse. The backing of the African 
Poetry Book Fund, finding publishing outlets for African writers, takes on 
new meaning in this light, I think. How much clearer could it be that it 
is about the end of literature’s revolutionary possibility? Instead it is incor-
poration, conciliation, and elite achievement—all codified in that singular 
and residual literary form, the tangible physical book? Those left on the 
peripheries be damned. 

1 Evan Kindley, Poet-Critics and the Administration of Culture (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2017).
2 Leigh Claire La Berge, “The Humanist Fix: How the Campus Novel Sustains the Neoliberal 
University,” in Rachel-Greenwald Smith and Mitchum Huehls, eds., Neoliberalism and Con-
temporary Literary Culture (Baltimore: JHU Press, 2017).
3 See Corey Dolgan, The End of the Hamptons: Scenes from the Class Struggle in America’s Para-
dise (New York: NYU Press, 2005).
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Michael Nardone 
The Ritualites  
BOOK*HUG, 2018.
 
Reviewed by Virginia Konchan

“We Owe Each Other Everything”:  Michael Nardone’s  
The Ritualites

Historical reportage, news snippets, parody, cliché, sloganism, religious and 
literary referents, ethnography, lists, singsong, apostrophe, exhortation, self-
help, language play, scientism, choral voice, auctioneering, and oracle:  if 
there’s a form of ventriloquism not deployed in Michael Nardone’s debut 
poetry collection The Ritualites, the reader would have a hard time naming it.
 
This book, Nardone’s second (his first, Transaction Record, was published 
with Gauss PDF in 2014;  Nardone is also co-editor of the Documents 
book series published at the Centre for Expanded Poetics, and co-editor of 
Amodern, an open access scholarly journal dedicated to media, culture, and 
poetics, and his writings on poetics, media, and sound have appeared widely), 
delights, revels, and broods—yet never hides—in language’s materiality as 
a system of both meaning and sense—and here, specifically, sound.  The 
public, here, dovetails intimately with the private, as does the global and 
domestic:  the result is a kind of spatio-temporal vertigo, of the pleasurable 
kind.  In one of the book’s opening poems, the 7-page “Unfixed Territories,” 
we are told “It’s no accident you are holding this book”:  a line that suggests 
a principle of amor fati, or at least design, yet much of what follows in this 
poem is a kind of guided meditation, in a series of contradictory messages:  
“Life is a competition,” we are told, and then, three lines later:  “You can 
relax now.”  Because the level of language and discourse is so erudite and 
politically-charged throughout the book (opening with a reference to 9/11, 
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and closing with an engagement with particle physics), equally perplexing 
is how to read into the tone, which seems in parts sardonic or mordant, and 
in other parts wholly earnest, even exhortatory.  

Take, for example, the lines (also from “Unfixed Territories”) “For months I 
had been praying that God would show me how to better reflect His will.”  
Take, too, the authorial instruction conveyed in lines such as these:

This is a social world, and you are a social animal.
So don’t just read this book.
Interact with it!
Underline your favorite passages!
Make this book your book.
Try writing your own thoughts in the margins.
Personalize it! 

However a reader chooses to interpret not just the meaning but the tone of 
the speaker’s words, and this apparent plea for the democratization not just 
of literature but his own physical text, these ministrations allude to a bigger 
project:  that of a network of sociality or consciousness that far exceeds that 
of post-industrial disaster capitalism and its atomistic divisions.  Several 
poems in this collection directly or indirectly invoke the Bush/Cheney/
Rumsfeld era of US politics that began with the lie of weapons of mass 
destruction in Iraq as a pretense to war in 2003, and travel into our current 
moment of fabrication, plying these events in an effort to find a grounding 
of reality, imagination, or solace in our post-fact, post-truth, fake news 
generation of simulacra.  

The long poem “Airport Novel” takes the form of a meta-poetic fictionalized 
narrative, and contains resonances with Orwell’s 1984 as well as the 
futuristic, sci-fi worlds of Ray Bradbury.  Peopled with characters, military 
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operations, and cybercrime intrigue, and taking place in a malfunctioning 
airplane, the Oval Office, and the Congo, the “plot” is hard to follow, but 
the messages are clear:  “In the broad and infinitely complicated world of 
nature there is a certain dependence of one life form upon another,” and, 
“the machines must be destroyed.”  It’s as if in this collection the forms 
represent both poetic forms (lyrical, narrative, and polysemic language play) 
as well as static on the line:  each “poem” represents an attempt to identify 
and locate an addressee, an other, in ways both formal and rhapsodic, yet 
sometimes with difficulty, as in the long poem “Topologies/Otographies,” 
whose addressee is a figure called “O.”  

Reminiscent of Olga Broumas’ poetry collection Beginning with O (a 
transliterated decoding of imagination and eroticism that begins “with 
O, the Omega, horseshoe, the cave of sound”), this poem takes the reader 
through several pages of staccato-like, unpunctuated lines, wherein “O” is 
first appealed to as an interlocuter (“I want to be clear O”; “Let’s hunt O”; 
“Good of you to come out O”), before the poem shifts to a litany of wild 
and seemingly disparate descriptors, nouns, adjectives, and objects (“Muffin 
tourniquet vaseline tongs”; “Tigerbeat marzipan placenta socket”; “Writs 
wrists rope cement”).  It then transitions into a sparser series of fractured 
lyrics, with allusions to the colonialist, early 19th century Lewis and Clark 
expedition and “horsemeat manna,” then another prose poem litany, this 
time in the form of mass media headlines both serious and trivial mashed 
together so as to make their parsing out—and various culpabilities—
impossible:  the first three lines read, “Hindus Pray to Goddess Meladi to 
Fix Economic Crisis Global Warming/ Workers Riot at Chinese Toy Factory 
Massacre in Mumbai 100 Dead/ Madonna Leaves Her Guy.”  “Topologies/
Otographies” concludes with a more colloquial section wherein “O” 
shapeshifts into the more intimate “babe” (“Babe/ Don’t straight your hair 
. . . Data exists/ To support this/ My business/ It’s not intelligence/ This 
absence is/ Evident I demand”), concluding with the lines:  “We’ll abandon/ 
Market principles/ Save/ The free world.”
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Another poem (also entitled “Airport Novel”) follows, with different 
characters, dialog, and plotlines, yet with similarly stark contrasts between 
“business as usual” and expressions of metaphysical exigency:  “Citizenship 
is just a piece of paper.  The roots of your soul are another thing that can 
never be cancelled”; “We have lost a material war—but spiritually we shall 
never be vanquished”; “May God put the right words into our mouths now.” 
 
These varying tonal vocalizations, as well as repeating titles, continue with 
another “Unfixed Territories” poem, exploring themes of vulnerabilities and 
readerly intimacy, again in the form of meditative or directorial asides (“All 
that Nature asks of you is to listen”; “This requires some new thinking”; 
“Every feeling you are having is my feeling”), as well as more critical 
assertions (“You have a little man inside your head who keeps talking and 
talking”; “You use guilt to control and manipulate others”), before the 
poem shifts in tenor, speaking to someone on a exoticizing tour of otherness 
(Angkor Wat, Zimbabwe, the Gulf of Oman, the South China Sea), and 
indulging in all the touristic delights those locales have to offer (holistic 
massage, dolphin watching, tropical gardens, body wraps, balloon safaris, 
helicopter rides, freshly grilled seafood, and “an endless supply of refreshing 
drinks served by attentive and friendly staff”).

One might think this and other poems in these registers to be not just 
ironic but parodic in tone, but the very absence of any authorial intrusion 
into these conjured scenes of textual pastiche is what makes these poems so 
interesting; they are mimetic of our natural and social landscapes, yet offer 
no critique or judgement, nor a deconstructionist or omniscient bird’s eye 
view.  Their objecthood is defiantly that of a poetic text, not an argument, 
soliloquy, or monologue.
   
The last “Airport Novel” poem in the collection contains more menace 
and death than the previous ones, however.  Beginning with “The scream 
was high-pitched and continuous,” the narrative that follows traces a city’s 
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implosion, a Godhead seeking knowledge of Himself, and mass death, 
all communicated back to the “president” by what one supposes are his 
cabinet, informants, military specialists, or secret intelligence.  Ultimately, 
they decide to round up the city’s survivors and put them in forced-labor 
camps to save the human race, where they will have access to showers, beds, 
volleyball, and arts and hobbies, as well as freedom of religion.

It’s impossible not to read a political subtext into poems such as these, 
which are clearly narrativizing the zero-sum games of capitalist oligarchy 
and totalitarianism, as well as the historical reality of forced-labor camps.  
In the 20th century alone, Communist Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, 
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia utilized forced labor, as well as Imperial 
Japan, North Korea, China, the Soviet Union’s Gulag, and the Nazi-led 
labor camps—separate from concentration camps, most of which existed 
solely for the extermination of its prisoners—the majority of them Jewish 
civilians abducted in the occupied countries to provide labor in the German 
war industry, repair bombed railroads and bridges, or work on farms.  And 
prison labor isn’t a bygone practice by any means:  currently, it’s being used 
to shore up supplies of face masks and hand gels in Hong Kong and the 
US, despite the fact that those same inmates are among the most vulnerable 
to Covid-19 infections, and often themselves don’t have access to hand 
sanitizer or hand soap, according to the National Prison Project.

Yet this final “Airport Novel” reckoning also houses one of the collection’s 
most urgent self-editorializing moments:  “Shut your eyes, dear reader.  Do 
you hear the thundering of wheels?”  It’s as if this is the means by which the 
author reminds us yes, we are in a text, but we are also within a Nietzschean 
moment of eternal recurrence wherein historical horrors collide.
 
The atmosphere of the following, antepenultimate title poem “The 
Ritualites,” wherein climate, coincidence, moments “in relation to 
relation,” the Zen practice of writing on water, and social niceties (“Thank 
you so much/Lovely to see you”), among other “rituals” are enacted, too, 
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is dark.  A new velocity is reached, the speaker announces, before stating 
“Come on in and give up your autonomy/ I afford you/ I have the capacity 
to bear your investment.”  This economized groupthink and surrendered 
autonomy will be a “conceptual work,” says the speaker (which, if we follow 
the logic of conceptualism, means it will be sans referent and freely open 
to interpretation).  And yet, lodged within this poem is the line “We owe 
each other everything,” which offers a kind of sumptuary value or inherent 
indebtedness to human relations, as does the line “Love is something that 
happens in Iceland,” suggesting perhaps that even decolonized or post-
colonial practices of “love,” in much of the globalized world, are still 
sickened with rot.

The line “We owe each other everything,” and others in the collection’s final 
two poems, “La Push” and “Envoi” (“If ever/There/is other,” and “Where 
your body stops, there/ The air begins”) signal a movement, inextricable 
from the beginning of the book, of what the speaker calls “withness,” yet 
this withness (so lexically close to “witness”) is seemingly without place, 
powerfully evoking Nardone’s epigraph from Rimbaud:  “Au revoir ici, 
n’importe où.”

Or, rather, the place that these subjects and their speaker inhabit, within 
and outside the text, is everywhere and nowhere at once:  a post-humanist 
staircase or “terminal hall” of arrivals without destination, and of meaning 
without scale.  In it, there are pterodactyls and cacti, beachfronts and grain 
silos; there are references to Hammurabi, Americans, and Versailles; but this 
is adamantly a no-place where none truly exist save for as “vacationers to 
the vacated,” their interchangeable anthems merely “slogans for a pitched-
up swarm.”  What import could this “withness” have, then, if it takes place 
within a disarticulated desert of the real, wherein the others (the only 
subject directly addressed is the jocular “babe” figure of previous poems) do 
nothing except “inspect this apparatus we’re threaded through,” flaunting 
“an inability to choose”? 
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A reluctant Virgil leading a disordered world out of hell, or at least the Tower 
of Babel, transport itself is defined in “Envoi,” the book’s closing poem, not 
by navigation to one point to the next but by an ear lent “automatically, 
suddenly, sometimes irreversibly” to the cacophony, where “antimatter 
drones beneath each word.”  This scatological, cellular collapse (“particles 
aggregating into density, density bursting into motion, dispersing into ether 
as a wave”) invokes the anarchic chaos of Yeats’ “The Second Coming,” 
wherein things fall apart and the center cannot hold, as well as the “unreal 
city” of T.S. Eliot’s “The Wasteland,” wherein the Holy Grail quest is framed 
through a dissonant panoply of literary and cultural allusions from the 
Western canon, Buddhism, and the Hindu Upanishads, spoken in voices 
of satire and prophecy.
 
But the particular fragments the speaker of The Ritualites shores against 
his ruins (at turns quixotic, confessional, theatrical, interpersonal, vatic, 
microbial, and nuclear) strike the reader as not just a litany of failed 
modernisms, but, rather, a provocation such as what was raised by Bruno 
Latour in his 1991 “anthropology of science” book We Have Never Been 
Modern, that explores modernity’s false dualism between nature and 
society, and its downfall in a pre-modern, post-modern, even anti-modern 
“Parliament of things.”  Like Latour, Nardone shows natural and social 
phenomena to be intertwined, and while Nardone’s discourse is poetic, 
what better means is there of representing the myopias of history and 
our present-day crisis, wherein we now exist more than ever on a plane of 
absolute immanence, all real distinctions (mind and body, God and matter, 
interiority and exteriority) flattened or collapsed, without opposition?  This 
problem is obviously further attenuated in quarantine, where we have only 
the limitless, state-sponsored and ad-driven horror vacui of social media for 
self-reification and connection.
 
Though, as Gilles Deleuze says, immanence is not just a space of annihilation 
but also the “absolute ground of philosophy, the earth or foundation on 
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which it creates its concepts.” And, in Nardone’s The Ritualites, concerned 
as it is with not just textual or ideological tropes, but with sonic and aural 
resonances, polyphony, echolalia, glossolalia, oral histories, overheard 
language, poetry as both image and sound, and the word as both phoneme 
and grapheme, one is hard-pressed to think of another collection of 
contemporary poetry that represents this terrifying “absolute ground” with 
as much passion, ingenuity, and verve.

Bucolic Greek poets, Futurist and Dadaist vanguards of the early 20th 
century, spoken word poets, and all contemporary readers interested 
in forms of post-lyric verse (anti-authoritarian, non-didactic, yet not 
committed to nonsense as an aesthetic, per se) alike will find much to 
admire in Nardone’s dazzling collection, which unites the magnetism of 
words and their sounds to captivating, dystopic forays into our crumbling 
bio-political and historical landscape.
 
These accretions, secretions, and warps and woofs of the material universe 
don’t tidily resolve, and we wouldn’t want them too.  At the book’s end, he 
thus leaves us with not an image or idea, but the evocation of a vibration 
that alone may have the power to combat globalizing flatness with 
infinite depth: “A sound/ That swims out/ As the surface swims over—” 
 
In a territorialized world, what better promise do we have than this, a home 
at last in a kind of Atlantis, a fictional island and antagonist naval power 
that besieged Athens in Plato’s allegorical Timaeus and Critias, which, once 
repelled, was submerged in the Atlantic Ocean? Better there than Athens, 
perhaps, the “ideal state of the Republic,” if the modern-day Republic is even 
remotely as ruined and ransacked as Nardone so compellingly describes.  
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ConTriBuTors

Born and raised in Jerusalem, Amitai Ben-Abba is a writer, filmmaker, and activist 
now based in Oakland, CA. Amitai is the writer and producer of the documentary 
feature Objector, which premiered at IDFA in 2019 (Top 5 Audience Favorite) and 
won awards at major film festivals. Their poetry, fiction, and non-fiction received 
some prizes and appeared in publications such as CounterPunch, The Independent, 
and Witness Magazine. Amitai holds an MFA in Creative Writing from Mills College,  
where they attended as a Fellow in Writing and Community Engagement.

Łutselk›e Dene, Plains Cree, Two-Spirit, & Nonbinary poet, Tawahum Bige resides 
on unceded Musqueam/Tsleil-Waututh/Squamish territory. Featured in over-10 lit-
journals including Prairie Fire, Contemporary Verse 2, Grain Magazine and EVENT 
Magazine, their Scorpio-moon-ass poems expose growing, resisting and persisting as 
a hopeless sadboy on occupied Turtle Island. In traditional Aries-sun fashion, Tawa-
hum completed KPU’s Creative Writing BA-program and Banff Centre’s first-ever 
Indigenous Spoken Word Residency. 

Joan Brooks  is a writer and translator based in Pittsburgh, PA. Their interests 
include autoethnography, queer-communism, and the russophone world. They 
have translated a broad range of contemporary russophone authors, particularly 
leftist and queer-feminist poets, publishing in a variety of print and online journals 
and on their translation blog: https://joan-brooks.com/. Their translation of Galina 
Rymbu’s Life in Space was published by Ugly Duckling Presse in 2020. They are also 
the author of Greetings, Pushkin!: Stalinist Cultural Politics and the Russian National 
Bard (Pittsburgh UP, 2016) and numerous scholarly articles.

Sarah Brouillette is a professor in the Department of English at Carleton Univer-
sity in Ottawa, Canada.

Catalina Cariaga has an MFA from San Francisco State University and a book of 
poetry, Cultural Evidence (Subpress Collective, 1999).  She has been published in 
journals including Chain (#2), Zyzzyva, Pinoy Poetics (Meritage Press) and Babaylan 
(aunt lute press). She is a contributing editor to Poetry Flash. On October 1st she will 
retire from UC Berkeley as a financial analyst and complete her next book, Manifest.  
She currently is sheltering-in-place with her husband and college age son in their 
neighborhood of Maxwell Park in Oakland, CA. 
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Listen Chen is an editor of The Volcano newspaper and a member of Red Braid Al-
liance for Decolonial Socialism. They live in Vancouver, Canada, the unceded lands 
of the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations.

Mbizo Chirasha is the author of A Letter to the President and co-author of Whisper-
ing Woes of Ganges and Zambezi. Co-Edited Street Voices Poetry Collection (Ger-
many Africa Poetry Anthology). He is co-editor of the Corpses of Unity anthology, 
associate editor at  Diasporia(n) online, Chief Editor at Time of the Poet Republic, 
founding editor of WomaWords Literary Press, and publisher at Brave Voices Poetry 
journal. He is a UNESCO-RILA Affiliate Artist at University of Glasgow and 2020 
Poet in Residence at the Fictional Café. Originally from Zimbabwe, he is currently 
in exile in East Africa.

Colectivo Frank Ocean is formed by poet & school teacher Mariana Camelio, re-
searcher & poet Catherina Campillay, architect, poet & editor Francisco Cardemil, 
poet & researcher Samuel Espíndola, poet & translator Simón López, poet & school 
teacher Analaura Núñez, author & translator Rodrigo Olavarría, poet & school 
teacher Emilia Pequeño, journalist & poet Victoria Ramírez, and pharmacist, poet 
& translator Carlos Soto-Román.

Chris Daniels (Manhattan Island, 1956). Self-taught high school dropout; reso-
lutely proletarian; resolutely anti-capitalist; resolutely unconnected to any institu-
tion, literary movement or scene; rootless cosmopolitan; communist profoundly in-
terested in anarchism; occasional poet; prolific feral translator of global Lusophone 
poetry; stutterer; asexual; friend; and comrade. Chris’s translations have appeared in 
literary journals and online all over the world. Books: On the Shining Screen of the 
Eyelids (Josely Vianna Baptista, with artwork by Francisco Faria); Collected Poems of 
Alberto Caeiro (Fernando Pessoa); Collected Later Poems of Álvaro de Campos (Fer-
nando Pessoa); The Hammer (Adelaide Ivánova) has been longlisted for the 2020 
National Translation Award. Adelaide recently called Chris a guerrilla translator. 
How lovely is that? Poetics: “There’s no difference between writing ‘your own poetry’ 
and translating, as long as you translate work you love, you do it with respectful 
care, and you stick your neck out when you need to. I don’t have one single fucking 
genteel bone in my body, but I know whose side I’m on. I know how, and whom, 
to love.”
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Jesse Darling is an artist and occasional writer who lives and works. London/Berlin/
wherever. http://bravenewwhat.org

A native of Jones County, Miss., Buck Downs lives and works in Washington, DC. 
His latest book is Another Tricky Day (above/ground press).

Nicholas Galanin (b. 1979) is a Tlingit/Unangax/ Multi-Disciplinary artist whose 
work engages contemporary culture from his perspective rooted in connection to 
land. He embeds incisive observation into his work, investigating intersections of 
culture and concept in form, image and sound. Galanin’s works embody critical 
thought as vessels of knowledge, culture and technology—inherently political, gen-
erous, unflinching, and poetic. Galanin engages past, present and future to expose 
intentionally obscured collective memory and barriers to the acquisition of knowl-
edge. His works critique the commodification of culture, while contributing to the 
continuum of Tlingit art. Galanin employs materials and processes that expand dia-
logue on Indigenous artistic production, and how culture can be carried. His work 
is in numerous public and private collections and exhibited worldwide. Galanin ap-
prenticed with master carvers, earned his BFA at London Guildhall University, and 
his MFA at Massey University, and lives and works with his family in Sitka, Alaska.

Cean Gamalinda lives in Chicago. 

Hugo Garcia Manríquez lives in the Bay Area, where he teaches. He is the author 
and translator of several books, among others, Lo comun, and the bilingual Anti-
humboldt: a reading of Nafta. Translator into Spanish of William Carlos Williams’ 
Paterson, and more recently, the first complete translation into Spanish of George 
Oppen’s Of Being Numerous.

Ryan Greene (b.1994) is a translator, poet, and bookmaker from Phoenix, Arizona. 
He’s the instigator behind F*%K IF I KNOW//BOOKS, and he’s translated work 
by Claudina Domingo, Elena Salamanca, Ana Belén López, Giancarlo Huapaya, 
and Yaxkin Melchy, among others. His translations have found a home in places 
like Asymptote, Tripwire, and The Revolution (Relaunch). His translations of selected 
poems by Ana Belén López appear in the bilingual chapbook rojo si pudiera ser rojo 
// red if it could be red (Anomalous Press, 2019). Since 2018, he has facilitated the 
Cardboard House Press Cartonera Collective bookmaking workshops at Palabras 
Bilingual Bookstore.
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Hawad is a visual artist and poet originally from the Aïr region in the central Sa-
hara. He composes his work in his native Tuareg tongue of Tamazight, in Tifinagh 
script, which is then co-translated into French with his wife, Tuareg scholar Hélène 
Claudot-Hawad. Hawad’s work is unique for its deployment of what he has coined 
“Furigraphy” (a therapeutic poetics involving the frenetic repetition of words, ges-
tures, sounds, and images to evoke a vertiginous and obsessional rhythmic trance), 
a means by which he achieves “Surnomadism” (a nod to both Surrealism and the 
nomadic heritage of the Tuareg people). Surnomadism, according to Hawad, is a 
literary transcendence of the self to encompass ubiquity and escape the superficial 
physical and mental constraints of time and space, to investigate the breach between 
the inner and outer self, the self and others, and the past, present, and future. Com-
mon themes of his poetry include anti-colonial resistance, Anarchism, exile, nomad-
ism, and the prolongation of Tuareg heritage. Hawad is the author of multiple books 
of poetry, including Furigraphie: Poésies 1985 – 2015.

Giancarlo Huapaya (Lima, Peru) has published three collections of poetry, most 
recently, Taller Sub Verso (Sub Verse Workshop) (2011, 2013). His poems and trans-
lations have appeared in diverse anthologies and journals in the Americas. He is 
Founder and Editor of Cardboard House Press, a nonprofit publishing house for 
Latin American and Spanish literature in translation. As a curator of visual poetry, 
he has presented exhibits at the Mission Cultural Center for Latino Arts in San 
Francisco and the University of Arizona Poetry Center in Tucson. As a literary trans-
lator, he has translated into Spanish work by Muriel Rukeyser, C.D. Wright, Susan 
Briante, Carmen Giménez Smith and Alli Warren. The poems included in this issue 
of Tripwire are from his unpublished book, GAME[R] OVER.

Author of two poetry collections, Any God Will Do and The End of Spectacle (Carnegie 
Mellon, 2018 and 2020); a collection of short stories,  Anatomical Gift  (Noctu-
ary Press, 2017); and four chapbooks, as well as coeditor (with Sarah Giragosian) 
of Marbles on the Floor: How to Assemble a Book of Poems (University of Akron Press, 
2022), Virginia Konchan’s creative and critical work has appeared in  The New 
Yorker, The New Republic, The Believer, Boston Review, and elsewhere.  She lives in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Christodoulos Makris is “one of Ireland’s leading contemporary explorers of exper-
imental poetics” (The RTÉ Poetry Programme). He has published three books, most 
recently this is no longer entertainment: A Documentary Poem (Dostoyevsky Wannabe, 
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2019),  as well as several pamphlets, artists’ books and other poetry objects. He 
has received awards and commissions from many bodies and institutions including 
the Irish Museum of Modern Art, StAnza Festival (Scotland), European Poetry Fes-
tival, European Capital of Culture, and National University of Ireland (Maynooth). 
He is the poetry editor at  gorse  journal and he lives in Dublin.  yesbutisitpoetry.
blogspot.com

Nkosi Nkululeko, chess and music instructor, is the recipient of fellowships from 
Poets House and Saltonstall Foundation for the Arts. He is the winner of Michi-
gan Quarterly Review’s Page Davidson Clayton Prize for Emerging Poets 2018. His 
poetry can be found in Callaloo, The Offing, Adroit Journal, Ploughshares, and is an-
thologized in Bettering American Poetry (Bettering Books, 2019), The Best American 
Poetry (Scribner, 2018) and Furious Flower: Seeding the Future of African American 
Poetry (TriQuarterly/Northwestern University Press, 2020). Nkosi Nkululeko lives 
in Harlem, New York.

North American Free Translation Agreement (NAFTA), ratified in 2019, consists 
of three poets writing from the occupied territories of Canada, Mexico, and the 
United States.

Gabriel Ojeda-Sagué is a gay, Latino Leo living in Chicago. He is the author of three 
books of poetry, most recently including Losing Miami  (The Accomplices, 2019) 
which was nominated for the 2020 Lambda Literary Award in Gay Poetry. He is also 
the co-editor of a book of selected sketches by the artist Gustavo Ojeda, out from 
Soberscove Press in November 2020. He is also the author of chapbooks on Cher, 
the Legend of Zelda, and anxious bilingualism. His fourth poetry book, Madness, is 
forthcoming from Nightboat Books. He is currently a PhD student in English at the 
University of Chicago where he works in the study of sexuality.

Cait O’Kane was born in Philadelphia and currently lives there with family. She 
attended a state university in Pennsylvania before spending two years as the Anne 
Waldman Fellow at the Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics at Naropa 
University. For most of her life, Cait worked in supermarkets, in kitchens, on farms, 
and in warehouses. Along with Devin Brahja Waldman, Cait currently makes music 
in a band called Notable Deaths.
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Anahita Jamali Rad was born in Iran and currently based in Tio’tia:ke on the tra-
ditional territory of the Kanien’kehá:ka. Their new collection of poetry, still, will be 
released through Talonbooks in 2021. With David Bradford, Jamali Rad is currently 
designing and editing chapbooks for their small press, House House Press.
 
Galina Rymbu  is a poet, critic, and translator. Born in 1990 in Omsk, Siberia, 
she has a degree from the Gorky Literary Institute in Moscow and studied socio-
political philosophy at the European University in St. Petersburg. She emigrated 
to Lviv, Ukraine in 2018. Her poetry has been translated into twelve languages. In 
English, her work has appeared in n+1, Arc Poetry, White Review, Asymptote, and 
many other print and online journals. The chapbook White Bread was published in 
2016 (AfterHours Ltd), and the book-length collection Life in Space is planned for 
publication in 2020 (Ugly Duckling Presse).

Born in Halifax, Trish Salah is the author of the Lambda award-winning Wanting 
in Arabic and of Lyric Sexology Vol. 1.  She was shortlisted for the Dayne Ogilvie 
prize for LGBTQ writers in 2018,  and is currently an associate professor of Gender  
Studies at Queen’s University.

Catriona Strang’s latest book is Reveries of a Solitary Biker (Talonbooks 2017). She 
collaborated with the late Nancy Shaw for over ten years, and edited Shaw’s selected 
works, The Gorge (Talonbooks 2017). Strang is mother to two fine young folks. 
“Unfuckable Lardass,” her latest project, is nearing completion.

Jake Syersak is author of the poetry collections Mantic Compost (Trembling Pillow 
Press, forthcoming 2021) and Yield Architecture (Burnside Review Books, 2018). He 
is also the translator of the poetry volume Proximal Morocco (World Poetry Books, 
forthcoming 2021) and, with Pierre Joris, the hybrid novel Agadir (Diálogos Press, 
2020)—both by Mohammed Khaïr-Eddine. He edits Cloud Rodeo, co-edits Radio-
active Cloud (a micro-press), and serves as a contributing editor for Letter Machine 
Editions.

ko ko thett is a Burmese poet, literary translator, and a contributing editor to  
Mekong Review. He lives in Norwich, UK, and writes in both Burmese and English. 

Wendy Trevino was born and raised in the Rio Grande Valley of South Texas. She 
lives in San Francisco, where she shares an apartment with her boyfriend, friend & 
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two cats. She has published chapbooks with Perfect Lovers Press, Commune Edi-
tions and Krupskaya Books. Brazilian no es una raza—a bilingual edition of the 
chapbook she published with Commune Editions - was published by the feminist 
Mexican press Enjambre Literario in July 2018. Her first book-length collection 
of poems Cruel Work was published by Commune Editions in September 2018. 
Wendy is not an experimental writer.  

Hung Q. Tu lives in San Diego. He is the author of Structures of Feeling (Krupskaya 
Books) and Versimilitude (Atelos Press).

Helena Uambembe was born in Pomfret, South Africa in 1994. Both 
Uambembe’s parents are Angolans. Uambembe obtained a B.tech in 2018 
at Tshwane University of Technology. Uambembe is also a member of the 
collective Kutala Chopeto. Uambembe is the 2019 David Koloane Award 
winner, where she completed a two-month residency at the Bag Factory. She 
performed at the 2019 FNB Art Joburg and Underline Projects.

Rossen Ventzislavov is a philosopher and cultural critic focusing on aesthetics, ar-
chitectural theory, literature, popular music, and performance art. His work has 
appeared in the Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Deleuze Studies, X-tra, the 
Journal of Popular Music Studies etc. He originated the ongoing Boxing Philosophi-
cal debate series at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in Los Angeles. He has been 
a member of the Encounter performance art collective since 2014 and is currently 
Professor of Philosophy at Woodbury University. 

Jeanine Onori Webb (she/they) is a writer and collective organizer. She holds a 
PhD in Literature from UC San Diego.  Her research focuses include poetry and 
social movements and race and gender in speculative fiction. Her poetry has been 
published in many journals in the U.S. and abroad, including DATABLEED, Across 
the Margins, The Antioch Review, Jupiter 88, Lana Turner, ARMED CELL, Star*Line, 
ZYZZYVA, The Capilano Review, Lumen and many others, and her essays have been 
published in ON Contemporary Practice, Monstering, Occupy Poetics, on the Poetic 
Labor Project and the Post-Crisis Poetics series. Her poetry manuscript, Flash Paper,  
was a finalist for the Patient Sounds Press Book Award and for the Fonograph Edi-
tions’ Open Genre Book Prize (judged by Rae Armantrout). She co-curates the 
Non-Standard Lit Reading Series in San Diego. 
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